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Condemned his divine shadow rar

Following the release of the fourth studio album, the group led by brothers and founders of sePULTURA member Max (also FROM SOULFLY) and Igor Cavalera, CAVALERA CONSPIRACY launched an official lyric video for Insane, the video can be seen below. Crazy is the opening song on CONSPIRACY's CAVALERA album,
Psychosis, which will be released on November 17 via Napalm Records. Produced by Arthur Rizk, recorded in a studio in Phoenix, Arizona. Speaking to Jake Patton Metal Wani, Max noted about the 2014 Pandemonium: The album is now complete. It was produced by Arthur Rizk, our friend and great producer - the next underground
producer. And he did a great job. I love the record. There are nine songs. We have one song with Justin [Broadrick] from GODFLESH - just a great NAILBOMB, GODFLESH, a CAVALERA-type song. The rest are all pure thrash crayness. And we have dominated the last few days by Joel Grind of THE TOXIC HOLOCAUST; she
dominates the album. And it's fantastic, man. It's an album beast. I think a lot of people will be surprised when they hear it. It was, for me, the best of all CAVALERA albums, my favorites. And it gets the same intensity and energy of old stuff like [SEPULTURA's] 'Under The Funeral' and 'Arising'. So many people will be happy to hear that.
The track list for CDs is as follows: 01. Crazy 02. Terror tactics 03. Implementation of Impalement 04. Spectrum Wars 05. Crom 06. Hell fire 07. Judas Pariah 08. Psychosis 09. Encrypting facial artworks for Psychosis can be seen below. Related posts: Condemned His Divine Shadow by Andrej Romić (Nekrst Fanzine) on June 25, 2017,
4:34 PMHere another new record coming out in the first half of the year, and one that still remains in the shadows; that not many people realize it. The record I'm talking about is His Divine Shadow, which is the third full album by San Diego, California (US) based at Brutal Death Metal-oriented group CONDEMNED. Although there are
some bands of the same name, these guys are undeniably the most popular; that they have been active since 2004, and thirteen years of activity is not a small thing nowadays. Although active for so long, they are indeed relatively low on the material, with only the following items released so far: Mass Burial (Demo from 2005), Desecrate
the Vile, their debut is full of length (and my personal favorite) from the 2007 Promo 2008, the second full-length opus of Nature Ungodly from 2011 (solid album), Devil Feast's split video from 2015, and finally this new record released through The Unique Leader Record , on March 10. This record contains ten really aggressive songs, and
if you are a fan of bands and Still haven't heard of it – you'd better do that. I'm not saying the band was created new with this album, but it remains still worth the spin. Penumbræ is a solid start that has a wine intro with some electronic touches to the whole thing. Dawn begins with heavy vowks and some guitar riffs that fit the genre -
which, I still need to highlight, a feature that slammed, nasty and tones of oily guitar. The drums are angry and everything is quite slow throughout this song, which makes it really fun for me. It had some really great moments. Omniscient perturbation shows no mercy on the drumming part, and the vocals are still crazy good. Most of the
songs are three minutes plus length, so there's plenty to enjoy on this record - which rotates for over half an hour. The legions continue to kick in with the same vocal style, but the guitar is getting raped on this track; The tone here is just a sweet infidelity. Bass is also pretty strong - which is really important in the Cruel Death Metal; a lot of
people don't like to admit it, but it really matters. The Spectrum Throne finally presents an overall change of musical atmosphere, making everything much slower than ever, and turning this song more dance to; but only in the first half of the track, because in angry speed and raw cruelty returned to conquer once more. Nefarious Sanguine
Decree has a rather strange intro of something splashy, and it's left to someone's imagination to realize what it might represent, but from my point of view, the whole album is based on a post-apocalyptic vision of the world, a world without a trail of left hope, and that's what music I await the title track patiently, and here His Divine shadow
was the seventh track and I didn't wait to jut for any reason. It may be as comfortable as the rest, but the whole atmosphere is what makes it stand out. It's unique and weird. The atmosphere was really something that wasn't lacking energy and I could easily say that this is my favorite track on record. Pestilential rule is slightly different from
its predecessors. The previous song focused heavily on switching between speed, atmosphere and energy, while the song was just a classic from the beginning of the album; although the bass here really stand out with crystalline clean noise. The Hive Ablaze is the ultimate track. This one took the trophy for his vocal work. It's not just
quick, it's interesting, relentless and merciless, and that's what sums up this band well. It's a track! World-Reaving Terror is the perfect name for the last track, which is the slammiest of all of them; It has the strongest vocals ever, pretty cruel bass, massive guitars and powerful drums. This is definitely the best way to end the album -
making many want to I love this album? True! The only thing I didn't like was the period; it is short and too good! Do you LIKE HUMANITARIAN RELICS, PERHAPS INHERITING A DISEASE OR DEED? If the answer is 'yes' then definitely don't miss a MESS either. Cheers.Songwriting: 8Originality: 8Memorability: 977: 9 c. 10 ABY (45),
Ryloth[1] Greater than 1.6 metres[3][4] Green; Yellow scleras under the influence of the dark side[5] Daeshara'cor (Informal Jedi Master)[1]Lomi Plo (Dark Jedi Master)[9] Maybe I want to be cruel. ―Alema Rar[src] Alema Rar is a Rutian Twi'lek Jedi Knight woman who served with the New Jedi Command while her distress in life and
internal darkness eventually resulted in turns to the dark side of the Force. Born in poverty in Ryloth, Rar and his sister Numa were enslaved and worked together as dancers to get to survive in the dens drugs ryll the main subterranean city of the planet, Kala'uun. They have always witnessed atrocities and distress in the city's drug
compacts. Two of the armed forces' sensitive Twi'lek girls were eventually saved from their bleak existence by Jedi Knight Daeshara'cor and taken to be trained in the manners of the Armed Forces on Yavin 4. When the galaxy was ridiculed by foreign Yuuzhan Vong on 25 ABY, the Rar brothers grabbed belligerent species on the front
lines, leading a partisan resistance movement on the new Plympto-occupied planet. It follows razing New Plympto that her sister was killed for being attacked by corrosive acid. After healing, Alema grieved over her sister's disappearance and began to stuck close to the dark side. When Yuuzhan Vong unleashed a creature known as
voxyn on the Jedi Command, Twi'lek joined the Myrkr strike team, many of whom died on the Mission to Myrkr. During this affair, Alema began to find her way into the love of Anakin Solo, which she found interesting. Following his height to the ranks of Jedi Knight, Rar fought alongside the New Republic Defence Force as a starfighter
pilot, flying at Twin Suns Squadron and joining the battle in Ylesia; Ebaq 9; Bilbringi; and in the last engagement of the war—Choruscant Recapture. Six years after the war ended, however, Rar and members of the surviving Myrkr strike force received calls through the Force from Raynar Thul, who was kidnapped by Dark Jedi Lomi Plo
and Welk during a mission to Myrkr and was deemed dead. Travelling to Unknown Territory, Alema Rar discovered Thul, now the leader of the insect's Killik species, engaged in a border dispute with Ascendancy Chiss. Killik's nest mind, as it did to Jedi Rar's companions, soon made Twi'lek a Joiner, his personality largely subsidized by
the power of the Killiks natural telepathic bonds. do not Other jedi who became Joiners, however, Alema Rar was informed of Gorog's nest—overseen by Lomi Plo—who was secretly controlled and Killiks. Plo, in fact Lord Sith, manipulated the emotions of rar that remains strong of grief and anger over the death of his sister, therein
ensuring that Jedi Knight completed his downside to the dark side; Twi'lek holds the title of The Night Herald of the Gorog and, turning against his former colleagues, became Plo's right hand in the resulting Swarm War. By the time the conflict had concluded, Rar had grown mentally unstable. Fighting the Jedi Order on the front lines, and
passed through lights with Luke Skywalker and Leia Organa Solo, Rar went down to full crazy following Plo's death and the destruction of Gorog's nest. Twi'lek is thought to have been killed on the planet Tenupe in the final battle of the Swarm War; However, he survived, returning to civilised space in 40 ABY after spending two years in
the Tenupe wild forest. Its continued existence is only known to yellow bounty hunters aligned by Chiss and former colleague Jagged Fel, Rar is eager to take revenge on Organa Solo and Skywalker. Once he had allyed himself with Dark Women of the Rise of Sith Lumiya, Rar hunted down his targets during the Second Galaxy Civil War,
involving the Skywalkers and Solos in a series of battles when he shocked back. When Mara Jade Skywalker was killed, in fact by lumiya's new Sith apprentice, Jacen Solo, Twi'lek was considered responsible, and the Jedi strike team formed to cash it down. A brief dalliance with One Sith, ownership of an ancient Meditation Sphere, and
even knowledge of advanced Sith techniques all eventually could not protect Rar; The fallen jedi was traced to the retreat of the Late Lumiya, and died there at the hands of Jagged Fel. Biography[edit | edit resources] Early years[edit | edit source] We are dancers. We love dancing. ―Alema Rar[src] Alema Rar was born around 10 ABY
into one of Kala'uun's Most Dangerous latll densities, the largest underground town in Twi'lek's home, Ryloth. The Force-sensitive Twi'lek has a sister, Numa Rar, with whom she forms a close bond as they work together as an enslaved dancer, earn money to survive. [10] They grew together in a Ryloth cave warning, and throughout his
life Rar retained his preference for confined spaces. [12] Together, they witnessed many of the galaxy's brutality and distress. As a dancer in Ryloth, Rar will learn the grace and resilience that will help him in the lightsaber battle in the coming years, as well as the feminine charm found to be lurking by so many men. [1] He came to love
dance,[13] despite his status as a slave. [10] Finally, The Rar brothers were rescued from the existence of hands to their mouths when they were discovered by the Jedi Daeshara'cor,[1] who bought their freedom as soon as he recognized their natural talent in the Force. [10] Although not a Jedi Master, Master, Started training both Twi'lek
girls, and took them to the Jedi Praxeum in Yavin 4 months. [11] Rar and his sister attended Jedi art at Yavin 4, where Rar was directed in lightsaber battles, galaxy history, and the use of Force. [12] He built his own lights,[11] with silver blades. [1] At one point at 25 ABY, Rar met Leia Organa Solo, sister of Jedi Master Luke Skywalker
and former Head of State of the New Republic. [2] When Yuuzhan Vong, a foreigner from another galaxy, encroached on The Outdoor Rim Province that same year, Alema and Numa Rar joined the fight against the new threat. [1] Yuuzhan Vong War[edit | edit source] New Plympto and Nebula Chaser[edit | edit source] Right luke about
these two; they get people killed with their saber-flashing. ―Mara Jade Skywalker, on Rar's sister[src] Alema Rar Brothers rar was affected by a personal tragedy in the first year of the war when Daeshara'cor died fighting Yuuzhan Vong in Ithor. [14] Alema Rar grieved over the fall of her protector, but also developed an angry focus that
failed to fade despite the time passing. [11] Alongside Numa, Alema became one of the founders and leaders of the dissident team against Yuuzhan Vong on the New Plympto-occupied planet. On New Plympto, Rar's anger and grief was tempted by the presence of his sister. [1] The resistance, supplied by Jedi maverick Kyp Durron, saw
much success against the invading Yuuzhan Vong. [15] As a leader of the movement, Rar and his sister used their physical similarities to impersonate a single Twi'lek woman, or even humans with appropriate impersonation. [1] At a resistance meeting, only one of the two sisters ever present, maintained a charade that only one leader
existed. [11] The scam fooled Yuuzhan Vong, but Rar was faced with other more personal issues. His partisan war against the enemy has drawn him close to the dark side of the Force, and Master Skywalker, head of the Jedi Command, felt that Rar put his integrity as a risky Jedi. Rar's brothers soon suffered other losses; Plympto Baru's
resistance became sufficiently successful that yuuzhan Vong was disappointed to decide to grab the planet, rather than continuing to try subsections. [1] All lives were swept away from the planet's surface, making it uninhabitable and killing seven million sentients. [16] Rar's brothers were only able to escape in time, hiding with several
thousand other beds aboard an intrasystem ore miner so helped arrive in the form of Corellian Nebula Chaser cruise, already laden with refugees. Captain Nebula Chaser, Pollux, promises safe asylum jedi sisters. Many during the war have sought the next personal gain wanted to Yuuzhan Vong, but Rar's sisters accepted the captain's
offer and boarded a cruise ship. [1] In The star system, Nebula Chaser was intercepted by the Yuuzhan Vong frigate, which sent crafts boarding to anchor with cruise ships. As the captain of the public breakout star, Pollux was not immediately under risk, but it soon became apparent that Yuuzhan Vong was looking for a Jedi. Rar's sisters
hid in the Pollux cabin, observing through console feeds as a group of Yuuzhan Vong warriors questioned his captain and crew. However, with Yuuzhan Vong, they felt an unfamiliar presence of feral, somehow attracted to the Armed Forces. Yuuzhan Vong's boarding party brought with them voxyn, a bio engineering creature that was
breeded from Myrkr vornskr, was able to hunt using Daya. Captain Pollux has claimed that there is no Jedi aboard the Nebula Chaser; Rar and his sister, suspecting voxyn's ability to detect the Jedi, realize that if it is detected they will put their protective lives in danger. With their power to close their presence in the Force to have no effect,
Rar would like to contend and kill the voxyn. Her sister, meanwhile, knew that Yuuzhan Vong would kill the crew as soon as they discovered Pollux's lie. [1] The brothers threw lightsabers' crystals of their scenes and used fleshglue to attach them in their navels. Disguised as an innocent stomach dancer, Rar's sisters fled towards the pod
fleeing cruise ships. On their way they had to leave their lights, to trick Yuuzhan Vong who questioned them, and with it when voxyn intercepted Rar's sisters as they entered the pod fleeing at one of the launch bays of cruise ships, they only had the Force to defend themselves against the creatures of many natural weapons. In
subsequent messes, Numa is stuck in the face by corrosive acid, split from the mouth of the voxyn. Rar held his sister as Numa died, suffering severely indistinguished burns in the process, and before long the escape pod launched into space. There, it was eventually picked up by Jade Shadow, a star awaited by fellow Jedi Mara Jade
Skywalker and her nephew, Jaina Solo. [1] Route to Myrkr[edit source] Calrissian: Watch Alema. He'll do what's necessary, etc. in case you are. Solo: What do you say? That ended up justifying the way? Rar: He meant we only had two concerns. The first is to complete our mission. The second is back to life. Solo: By the way lies the dark
side. If we have no concerns for the methods we use to win our goals, we are no better than the Emperor ... or Yuuzhan Vong. Rar: Maybe so. But if the path in front of us is dark, don't dare be ashamed-not for our own sakes, but for the sake of those who will fall if we fail. ―Lando Calrissian, Jacen Solo, and Alema Rar[src] Alema Rar
were taken to Eclipse Station, a secret Jedi base on the Inner Core, in a collapsed nervous state. At the station, he he healed in a bacta tank, unaware that as chaser Nebula's retaliation action had been with ten thousand refugees missing. Even without this knowledge, Rar raged in it with grief and anger. While Twi's lek recovered the
threat of voxyn growing bigger. Several Jedis fell to the creatures, which were deposited in the world and delivered junctions across the intrusion corridor to find hidden Force-wielders. Finally, Jedi healer Cilghal found that voxyn was being cloned from a single woman, who was later referred to as the queen of voxyn. The mission to Froz
is organized to take more creatures to study and Anakin Solo and fellow squadron Jedi managed to return with some dead voxyn. At the time Alema Rar was outside the bacta tank, and was informed of the destruction of Nebula Chaser, it was distinguished that the queen of voxyn was located in or near the planet Myrkr, who herself deep
inside Yuuzhan Vong province. [1] Rar attended a meeting to discuss the threat, where he began sowing his way into the love of Anakin Solo, which he found interesting. Using his feminine charm, Rar soon entered into delicate competition with Tahiri Veila, Solo's childhood friend, for the love of a young man. However, sexual efforts were
soon sidelined as the assembly descended into an argument. Anakin Solo raised the idea of a Team of Jedi transforming themselves into Yuuzhan Vong, thus gaining access to the space occupied by Yuuzhan Vong, before travelling to Myrkr and ending the voxyn threat. Jacen Solo, who is pursuing a Pacific approach to conflict, claimed
that Yuuzhan Vong would respond to any attack on Myrkr, killing millions of refugees currently being held hostage over the planet Talfaglio. Incapable of bearing responsibility for the death of his sister and thousands of refugees who have died indirectly due to his actions, Rar took the blame of any innocent deaths on Yuuzhan Vong
himself, and relinquished any reliability for the possible retaliation of Yuuzhan Vong in Talfaglio. [1] The mission to Myrkr was granted approval by Luke Skywalker and other authorities at Eclipse Station, and the Jedi team was quickly composed. Anakin Solo is in charge, with Jedi Knight Ganner Rhysode experienced as decodeing leader.
Alongside Jacen and Jaina Solo are three hatchmate Barabel, Bela and Krasov Hara and Tesar Sebatyne, and several other students—Tahiri Veila; musician Bith Ulaha Kore; Rodian shooter Jovan Drark; space Eryl Besa; Wookiee Lowbacca; Hapan Chume'da Tenel Ka Djo; Chadra-Fan heals Tekli; Zekk, Solos's close friend and dark
side staunch opponents; and finally Raynar Thul, the scion of Thul Hall, which leads a major trading company. The team's seventeen Jedi members were supported by two Droid battles of Yuuzhan Hunter S-series, recently developed by Tendrando Arms. On Lady Luck, the entrepreneur's private yacht Calrissian, owner of Tendrando
Arms and partner of The Jedi Command, Alema Rar and the rest of the strike team reared plans formulated by Anakin Solo and others. [1] Calrissian, plundering as Fitzgibbon Lane, plans to hand over the Jedi to the Yuuzhan Vong ship. Once the team was on board, it was to escape with the help of a hidden YVH S-series battle droid,
taking over the ship and travelling to Myrkr. Among the diverse groups, however, differences already arise. Jedi like Jacen Solo, Zekk and Ulaha Kore felt unjustified the Jedi should not get into the mission of feeling any necessary action as long as it allowed success. Alema Rar, meanwhile, is the main devotee of the view that the tip
maximizes the way-if the dark side is to help them complete their mission, then Rar feels it is an easy option to take on his power and save the New Jedi Command from voxyn. Twi'lek was supported in his view by Raynar Thul, who recently lost his friend, Lusa to voxyn and coveted revenge. It was decided that the Jedi, in an attempt to
promote team cohesion and uphold their respective spirits during the upcoming pressures of interrogation, death, and combat, would form a liquid force. With such tactics in Jedi's mind set out with Calrissian. [1] Lady Luck, with the Jedi on board, travelled to the edge of the invasion corridor and soon was intercepted and boarded up by
The Death of Exquisite, a Yuuzhan Vong ship. Calrissian did not inform Rar and the other Jedi that Yuuzhan Vong was on board the yacht, so that their surprise would appear genuine. Rar, however, felt the presence of voxyn, and another encounter specter with the animal filled Twi'lek with fear. Rar has feared less creatures themselves
than what his own reaction-letting the team down, and having their death on his conscience, in his opinion is worse than any voxyn. Soon, warrior Yuuzhan Vong raided into the gallery where Jedi ate. To give YVH droids time to attach themselves to the body of the Wonderful Death people, anchored to Lady Luck, the Jedi team created a
distraction, as part of the plan. [1] Using the Force, the Jedi tore arms locker opened and took up arms while Tesar Sebatyne held duman Yaght, commander of Yuuzhan Vong, hostages. As expected, Calrissian has given the blaster in vain—the Jedi team needs to be far behind the enemy line before the ship's acquisition, and therefore it
is not conducive to the success of the show if Yaght and his warriors are killed so early. As Vong Yuuzhan responded to the unintentional Jedi, and brought them all too quickly docking membranes to their vessels, Ulaha Kore tries to buy more time for YVH droids to complete their clandestine missions. On his efforts, Bith was stabbed
through the back with a coufee blade by one of the Rar and every other member felt the pain of Kore, but Twi'lek was relieved that no one had actually died, and that he was not broken. Calrissian, forced to either depart or call the mission entirely and save Kore, chose the former choice, leaving the Jedi to get the situation. [1] With his
fellow Jedi, Rar was imprisoned on Beautiful Death, as Yaght chose a member of the strike team for a torturing session with one of the voxyn. The chore was widely tortured; already suffering severe burns to his back and a subtle to his single lung, Bith is backed by Force Meld as best as possible managing the Jedi in their weak condition.
Commander Yaght questioned Kore continuously about the existence of the Jedi secret base, and when other members of the strike force began to feel that it would be easier on the injured Bith if he fired his name and location, Rar grew worried, could see that Yaght's goal was not to break the spirit of Kore, but the spirit of the strike team.
When he conveyed this fear to Jaina Solo, Rar was attacked and given unconsciousness by her captors. Despite his wounds, Kore soon managed to bring up the death of voxyn, and commander Yuuzhan Vong became aware that Jedi was too dangerous to imprison for a pro long period of interrogation. Beautiful deaths travel faster
towards Myrkr. [1] Time for the takeover was soon on hand and Anakin Solo sent a signal to two YVH droids that led them out hiding to save the Jedi strike team. Warrior Yuuzhan Vong in the immediate vicinity was killed as a result of droids, but the number of enemies aboard The Beautiful Death delivered a daunting task for the strike
team. Ganner Rhysode is also being held hostage in an unknown part of the ship, adding further complications. With Anakin Solo leading, Rar and the other Jedi worked through the ship. Twi'lek gave solo advice, taking care to make his interest to him clear, as well as a point with the young man, using the lights with him to cut the path
towards Rhysode. Strike forces reached the bridge, where they killed Duman Yaght and saved Rhysode. With Beautiful Death now in their hands, the Jedi provides either to enter the trances of hibernation to recover from their trauma, or to hunt for the remainder of the voxyn roaming the ship's ventilation tract. After a few days of travelling
through the hyperm of the strike forces reached their destination. [1] Inserts to Baanu Rass[edit | edit source] Nobody switches to the dark side of this mission. Is that clear? I don't mean to suggest we should. Just that we can't be ashamed-Is that clear? Of course, Anakin. ―Anakin Solo and Alema Rar[src] Alema Rar and Jacen Solo
Battle with voxyn. Upon arriving at the Myrkr system, Solo discovers that there are other Jedi present the world of Baanu Rass orbits the planet. Rar negotiated against the rescue of the trapped Force-sensitive, instead arguing that the world placing the voxyn project should be destroyed as planned with high-powered baradium missiles. It
soon became a moot point as Yuuzhan Vong's army springed traps and the missile was instead used to obscure the matalok cruise ship leading the hostile forces. Rar and others fit into the pod and landed on the surface of the world. In space, 2-1S, one of YVH's droids, was gone, and Ulaha Kore remained for the beautiful Death pilot as
a decoy, playing the final song by way of a rudimentary instrument to Rar and another Jedi before she died. On the surface of the world, trekked teams across a variety of traps, whose Rar experience in New Plympto allowed them to avoid. As Yuuzhan Vong's warriors began searching for the area, the team disguised himself as a hero
with holoshrouds, with Rar ahead as the insertion agent practiced. [1] Rar brought the Jedi to a warren who housed the ysalamiri force-negating creature, as well as the presence of Jedi Solo 2 detecting the approach. Rar killed two warriors in a warren ysalamiri storm with his new blasted silver lights. She then watched, blown away, as a
Man woman held in a tie against the back wall displaying her strength on the dark side of the Force, using the Force energy web to dip a Yuuzhan Vong tree into bloody debris. Rar freed the woman, who identified herself as Lomi Plo. When Plo felt Alema Rar's internal turmoil and thirst for grudges, she appealed to darker rar emotions;
although Solo warned Twi'lek against such Team use, Rar ignored the team leader, swirled over the young man and declared that when he had witnessed what he had during the war, only then he could lecture him on the dark side. As Plo and the other Dark Jedi with him, a young man known as Welk, pledged their loyalty and help in
destroying voxyn, the strike team learned that Yuuzhan Vong's frigates in orbit over the world had deposited over a hundred warriors on the surface. [1] Lomi Plo offered to lead the team through voxyn and Jedi training signals began to break throughout the best stunts. Zekk pointed out the idea of receiving help from dark side devotees,
whereas Rar saw Plo and Welk as the best opportunity for survival. When two coralskipper star fighters made a run at the strike force location, the 2-4S YVH was gone, and Rar gave his breath mask to Plo in a brief gas attack deployed by one of the pilots Vong. Unsightly from gas, and chased through the lake by voxyn, Rar barely
managed to escape the creature before being given unconscious by gas. He and the same Welk comatose were brought to safety by Veila and Tekli while the team set up ambushes to chase Yuuzhan Vong Vong's hero The unconscious twi'lek went hidden and untidy because the warriors were successfully routed and ambushed. [1]
Voxyn training warnings are dangerous, equipped with feral creatures, traps and chasing hero Yuuzhan Vong. Strike forces were getting used to various attacks, and although no one else was missing during their flight, gun supplies soon began running low. En route through a slave commune built into warren voxyn, the team was
ambushed. Rar fought blatantly with his companions; Eryl Besa was missing and Jovan Drark was seriously injured. Rar took a fallen Rodian longblaster to detain the approaching Yuuzhan Vong, many of whom disguised as slaves, adding to the confusion. During the fight, Anakin Solo was seriously injured. With his steering, team leaders
need urgent medical attention; Rar bought some time by using a concussion grenade to seal the route. Bela Hara died shortly afterwards, and Twi'lek used a sharp sense of his direction, honed in Ryloth's warning, to present the strike team with the next step in their mission-entering his own voxyn cave. [1] In the cave, the team was
worried by wild voxyn; when Raynar Thul was wounded by a tail sting, Rar helped the lad to get safety, but he was soon injured. As the victim and wounds were installed, Rar was again placed at the point to lead the team through labyrinthic warnings. Twi'lek was able to direct forces for safety, as well as the ironed Light carrier Corellian
Engineering Corporation YV-888—Tachyon Flier. With Raynar Thul leaving asleep at Tachyon Flier while Lowbacca set the star, Rar and the rest of the team gathered for an attack on a cloning lab, a giant organic structure known as grashal where the voxyn queen was stationed. Lomi Plo and Welk chose the moment to steal a light
carrier with Thul still on board and make his escape from the Myrkr system. Rar, along with the others, was surprised by the dark Jedi action, because it ensured that Anakin Solo could not leave the world, as he was injured internally. [1] There is little to do but complete the mission as soon as possible, and with Rar longblaster Drark ready
for an attack on the cloning grashal. He supported his teammates as they entered, using a longblaster to kill yuuzhan Vong's hero coming too close. Finally, Anakin Solo handed himself in to the Force and let his energy control it, using extensive power to fight Yuuzhan Vong and eliminate all voxyn cloning tissue reserves. At one point, Rar
handed the longblaster to Jaina Solo, who protected her brother because Died. With the queen voxyn in progress, surviving team members moved to hidden Warren while Tesar Sebatyne sought to find the queen. Lowbacca reports back that Yuuzhan Vong Vong Solo's body, and Alema Rar, along with Zekk, Jaina Solo and Tahiri Veila,
set out to restore the remains of the young Jedi. [1] Solo's body is easy enough to recover; Twi'lek used his longblaster to choose warrior Yuuzhan Vong before approaching the corpse along with Jaina Solo, who called on the Team's dark side and used force lightning to kill the last warrior protecting her. Shaken with Solo's anger, Rar led
his companions from the chamber along with Veila, Zekk, Lowbacca and the body of Anakin's deceased. While Jacen Solo and others hunted the queen of voxyn, Rar and her companions stole the shuttle of Yuuzhan Vong and attacked the frigates anchored on the surface of the world. Despite Jaina Solo's skills, the shuttle was shot down



and crashed landing not far from the fry. Rar descended further into his hatred and anger for Yuuzhan Vong as he fired shots over Yuuzhan Vong who approached Yuuzhan Vong, laughing as a longblaster laser beam wiped out several strangers. Jacen Solo set out to hunt for the queen of voxyn alone, while Sebatyne and others captured
the frigates of Yuuzhan Vong, Ksstarr. [1] Rar boarded Ksstarr along with the others and they escaped, trying to impact extractionist Jacen Solo, who had managed to beat the voxyn queen and ended the threat. Unfortunately for the victims of the strike, a fleet of Yuuzhan Vong entered the system, causing them to leave Jacen Solo and
retreat. [1] Yuuzhan Vong's warship pursued a dog frigate, trying to catch Jaina Solo to sacrifice with her brother. The agenda preserves Yuuzhan Vong ships from being able to significantly harm Ksstarr, and Solo soon takes a frigate to the hyperang to Coruscant, the capital of the New Republic. [17] Of the seventeen Jedi original strike
forces, nine left the system aboard the Ksstarr. During the battle in the cloning grashal, Rar had felt, like the rest, the departure sensation Raynar Thul from their view of the Force. Thul Hall scans are thought to be missing, killed aboard Tachyon Flier, and become another expensive injury, but ultimately successful, Mission to Myrkr. [1]
From Coruscant to Borleias[edit source] There was nothing wrong with grudges. It's a noble emotion—the powerful one. ―Lomi Plo, to Alema Rar[src] Upon arrival in the Coruscant system, Ksstarr was planging into the final stages of the Battle of Coruscant. Yuuzhan Vong has taken on the capital of the New Republic, and Rar was quick
to warn his companions not to extinguish the fire on any yuuzhan Vong ship, as Ksstarr was already under fire from elements of the New Republic's Defense Forces. Jaina Solo, on the helm, was able to identify the frigate as an ally of the New Republic through a series of unique maneuvers recognized by her father, Han Solo, also present
at the battle. Destruction was stranded, but now many many Ksstarr made the hyperspace jump away from engagement, before it was decided to travel to the Hapes Cluster for refugees. There, Tenel Ka Djo took off in one of the frigate escape pods to pave the way, as the next one in line to the Hapan throne, for the arrival of the strike
force. Ksstarr was attacked by pirates, however, and Djo's escape pod was intercepted. Rar went with the rest to save their friend. En route, the strike team felt the apparent death of Jacen Solo in the Force, compounding the grief they were already suffering. Rar accompanied the grieving Jaina Solo and her friends Jedi as they boarded a
pirate star on board that Djo was being held and helped save Chume'da. As it became apparent that Jaina Solo kept going down the road to darkness, Rar began to look at young women of good spirits. [17] After saving Djo, jedi survivors reached Hapes and were accepted as royal guests. Sometime later, amid political machinations and
subterfuge taking place on the planet, Alema Rar attended the funeral of Anakin Solo, where the young Jedi body was buried. Also in attendance were The Jedi Command leader, Luke Skywalker, as well as the parents of Anakin Solo, whose survivors returned to Eclipse Station, leaving Jaina Solo, Tenel Ka and Lowbacca in the Hapes
Cluster. [17] Rar subsequently witnessed the action in the Pyria system, where on the planet Borleias elements of the Third Fleet of New Republic, ruled by General Wedge Antilles, has established the defense, hoping to stall the Fleet of Yuuzhan Vong until the New Republic government can efficiently arrange its wartime capabilities
efficiently Twi'lek traveling on a Solos carrier, Millennium Falcon, acting as a gunner, along with Rhysode, Sebatyne, Zek and Veto When the Millennium Falcon appeared in Pyria's system amid pitched space battles, Rar kept the coralskippers from attacking the carrier. Han Solo landed a starship in Borleias at the base of the New
Republic, where Rar and the others were cheered by members of the waiting base. [18] Several days of Pyrian after his arrival on the planet, Alema Rar accompanied Lando Calrissian, also present with garrison, on a mission to find out how Yuuzhan Vong appeared to detect and intercept refugee ships. Calrissian enlivens the help of
Rogue Squadron, the elite star unit, as well as the source of smuggling and intelligence of Kingpin Talon Karrde. A Gallofree transport, Jeolocas, which carries refugees is elected, and Rar has infiltration into the crew. The Dear Squadron sprayed themselves in a cargo container attached to the carriage, and the YVH droid waited, sealed
in a crate, in the ship's hold. When Jeolocas emerge from hyperspace, and analog Yuuzhan Vong was found waiting, Rar put the plan into motion. He bowed the shipwreck broke Corellian's wrist when he tried to resist, and met the party boarding the Yuuzhan Vong aircraft dressed in his uniform. Once he has fooled leader Yuuzhan Vong
to believe that Jeolocas transported an important supply to the Jedi Order, he led the Yuuzhan Vong warrior to the cargo bay. There, Rar killed the officer and began fighting the rest of his command, with the help of YVH droids. Concurrently, the Rogue Squadron eliminated the frigates of Yuuzhan Vong. Rar finished fighting, and moved
through jauntily to kill the surviving Yuuzhan Vong technology. With its semi-success mission remains unknown how Yuuzhan Vong is tracking refugee ships—Twi'lek suggested to Calrissian that they should celebrate, making untenable sexual speed. Gamblers politely turn on Rar's offer. [18] Knights and services under Kre'fey[edit
source] Luck robbed you of your childhood, and your only family. While Jedi can't replace either, I hope you'll look to us for the love and friendship we can give you, and the strength we can lend you at times it takes. Now go to Kashyk, join your thoughts with the rest, and heal. ―Luke Skywalker, to Alema Rar[src] The campaign for
Borleias was finally successful,[19] and gave the New Republic government enough time to set up its new headquarters in the water world of Dac, home to the Quarren and Mon Calamari species. [6] Survivors of Myrkr, at the same time, were again reduced in number with the death of Ganner Rhysode on the embraced Coruscant,[20]
before being refurbished by the return of Jacen Solo, whose life Rhysode had struggled to save. Rar, who has travelled with Tahiri Veila and Zekk as their temporary leader, brought his small group to Dac on a refugee convoy, because he had no duty or Jedi Master to remove him with instructions. On Dac, Luke Skywalker has acted
alongside the new Head of State, Alderaanian Cal Omas, to create the High Council, with Jedi representatives and non-Jedis in equal numbers. Rar contacted Jedi Master Tresina Lobby, who held the seat on the Council, and asked Chev women to ask Skywalker about what the next action was. It was decided by Omas and Skywalker
that a ceremony would be held in honor of myrkr strike team, and that survivors would be raised to Jedi Knight's status. [6] The time for the ceremony took place, and Rar and others who had accompanied him on a waiting mission on stage at the great auditorium as Omas Head of State delivered a brief speech lifting the deceased Jedi.
Luke Skywalker take the podium and unite the individual Jedi forward to be featured. Rar was the third to receive his new robe. In short, a personal address from Skywalker, Rar was told he would always seek affection and friendship with the Jedi; Jedi Master's words reduce Twi'lek to tears. After afternoon thrown in their homage, the new
Jedi Knights travel to wookiee kashyyk's homeworld, where both admirals Traest Kre'fey devise for a barrage of minor errors against Yuuzhan Vong to enhance the experience of new rookie recruits. Admiral Kre'fey has been particularly interested in the Jedi art of combat meditation and Force Meld, which he felt could be important in
aligning the strike against Yuuzhan Vong. Rar was also sent to Kashyyyk for other reasons; it is expected by Jedi Masters at the High Council that with his companions, and with The Force Meld, the grief and anger of Twi'lek Jedi can be held at bay, until emotions are finally overcome. [6] Alema Rar carried out several raids with the
Kre'fey army, which was led by admirals on board its inaugural ship, both Cruiser Ralroost Attacks. Before long, Jedi Master Kyp Durron approached Kre'fey with plans to strike at the official capital of briged security, a group in collaboration with Yuuzhan Vong, on the planet Ylesia, in the Cha Raaba system. At the time of the Battle of
Ylesia, Rar was a squadron commander with Veila and Zekk. However, during the battle, Rar, Veila, Zekk, and Durron, together with Saba Sebatyne, held their squadrons back, as motley's Fleet of Security Brigeds needed the strength of only one of Kre'fey's three army of officers to be defeated and forced to surrender. Twi'lek lent Jacen
Solo, who flew in battle with his younger brother Twin Suns Squadron, measures his power through Force Meld, which proves a triumph throughout the conflict in cha raaba's system. Peace City, the Ylesian first lady, has been raided and the still-living members of the Ylesia Senate are taken into custody, including Pwoe, the state's
pretend-times leader. Although the arrival of Yuuzhan Vong's fleet towards the end of the battle threatened kre'fey's departure, the arriving hostilities forces were repulsed and the Ships of the New Republic abandoned the system with another victory to their name. [21] Twi'lek was later present at the Jedi emergency congregation aboard
Mon Adapyne, an MC80B Star-Studded Aircraft attached to Admiral Kre'fey's fleet. Jedi Masters Durron and Sebatyne have received an immediate message from Luke Skywalker warning all Jedi that the Old Jedi Republic of Vergere, which had been yuuzhan Vong's obvious ally protecting Jacen Solo during his capture, had gone on the
run and would be arrested and detained if found. While Kre'fey's army is still preparing, together with the Jedi, to launch an attack on the less defended world of Yuuzhan Vong, Rar and the others are unable to rule out time to hunt down Vergere. Strikes took place in Gyndine, Nal Hutta, and Wayland, all worlds occupied by Yuuzhan
Vong, before Kre'fey led his troops into the Deep Terrace. There, months Ebaq 9, the base of the secret New Republic was established. Detailed centers produced by the famous Admiral Ackbar, the base in Ebaq 9 was quickly constructed, and the word construction was deliberately leaked to Yuuzhan Vong's spy network. Defending
Ebaq 9 is the General Keyan Farlander's Creed team, along with twins Suns Squadron. Yuuzhan Vong arrived, as planned, and involved this small defensive force. Jacen Solo, on the Ralroost Bridge, was informed by Farlander's team, and subsequently informed Kre'fey that the time was right for the strike. [6] The Admiral Both emerged
from the hyperang and began attacking the fleet of Yuuzhan Vong; Alema Rar, along with Kyp Durron, Saba Sebatyne, Corellian Jedi Master Corran Horn, and other Jedi she has fought together for months ago, pilots their star fighters into fractures. The battle quickly turned into a New Republic favor, as more fleets came out of
hyperspace and forced the heater Yuuzhan Vong, Tsavong Lah, to order a suicide attack at the base in Ebaq 9, where Jaina Solo, Lowbacca, and the rest of the Twin Suns Squadron sheltered. Heater Yuuzhan Vong landed 10,000 Yuuzhan Vong warriors on the moon and declared that only jedi could approach and land. Through
widening battles, Skywalker informed Rar and other Jedi in attendance that they would land in Ebaq 9 and extract Solo and its pilots. In the end, there is no need for Rar to descend to the surface of the moon and fight against most likely. Vergere, who had been hiding aboard Ralroost, boarded an RZ-1 A-wing wing interception and
sacrificed himself to ensure that Jacen Solo, who had travelled forward to the moon to save his sister, survived. In the process he wiped out 10,000 warriors on the moon and, due to this action, Jaina Solo and the rest of the Twin Sun Squadron were rescued. Following the success of the Battle of Ebaq, where Lah, the leader of Yuuzhan
Vong's main military, was assassinated, Rar continued to star a star fighter alongside the army of the New Republic. [6] The Battle of Bilbringi[edit | edit resources] They're all fine. We hit them with ion beams, estimate them with tractor beams, and amazing them with sonic. And that's not easy—not with Wookiee and that Twi'lek is crazy.
―Erli Prann, attriberate the arrest of Alema Rar to Jaina Solo[src] By the final year of the Yuuzhan Vong War, Rar was fighting at twin Suns Squadron himself, under the direction of Jaina Solo. The New Republic, since being restructured into the Galactic Free Alliances Federation, has made some progress against Yuuzhan Vong and, in
a campaign to retrieve the world and key systems around Coruscant, slowly draws a net around the lost galactic capital. Rar flying with Twin Sun Squadrons at duro system, again under the direction of General Wedge Antilles. Part of a carefully prepared plan to take back the Fondor, the Antilles took its team in a follow-up introduction
Duro's system. Heavy day battles took place, and more and more Yuuzhan Vong troops arrived to strengthen their coordinated hold in the Duro system. When fondor Yuuzhan Vong's garages departed for Duro, Antilles raped the arrival of Yuuzhan Vong with an intermediate generator, leaving Fondor unfolding and cooked to take by
General Garm Bel Satan. [7] Jaina Solo, Rar, and the rest of the Twin Suns Squadron, along with the rest of antilles forces, were unaware that attacks on Duro were rugged, such as the Duros task force, which broke the formation and continued the battle against order. The Duros contingent of the Galactic Alliance fleet was swept out,
casting pall over the winning celebrations, attended by Rar. In a canteen with his teammates, Rar was present during the duross, Lensi was once flown alongside Squadron Rogue while battling, confronting Solo and accusing him of having a beret with Duros on combat objectives. Solo dislodged the situation, reminding Lensi that
everyone had suffered losses during the war. Originally intending to resign from the military, Lensi saw the reason in Solo's argument and remain with Squadron Rogue. [7] Jaina Solo, a friend of Alema Rar, a Jedi comedian and leader of the Twin Sun Squadron. Following the success in Fondor, and other important world recaptures such
as Thyferra and Yag'Dhul, a strike was launched against a strategic Bilbringi system. The attack was named Trinity Code and adjusted in the best secrecy. Twin Suns Squadron was set to accompany General Antilles' instructions into the fighting, which was the first of three Fleets of the Galactic Alliance allocated to operations to enter the
Bilbringi system. The contemporary, HoloNet, in the manner by which the Galaxy Alliance Defense Force was delivered, was taken down by Yuuzhan Vong. The Rar alema and the rest of the Twin Sun Squadrons thus squandered with the Antilles fleet in the system until signals can be sent to Admiral Kre'fey and Gilad Pellaeon asking for
help. [7] Although half of Yuuzhan Vong's fleet present left the system to strengthen other worlds, suspects that the strike on Bilbringi was a feint, two interdictors and several other warships remained fighting. Furthermore, coralskippers sent against Twin Suns Squadron and other star fighters began using grutchins, insect creatures that
were able to peak into the ship's body, damaged the integrity of their structure, and even attacked the crew. Rar noticed this addition to the coralskippers' weapons, and presented his fears to Solo, but was ignored. Before long, however, as grutchins estimate the capital ships of the Galactic Alliance, Twin Suns Squadron receives
reservations they will fly over the torcheled vessels and score grutchins off the body with their exhaust. [7] Rar succeeded, along with other pilots, in pain creatures from the body of mon Mothma, antilles's flagship. As the two fleets of opponents were close to each other, Squadron Rar received new bookings from Antilles. The old Golan II
Battle Station was discovered by the Antilles crew, located in the asteroid belt towards the edge of the system. Twin Suns Squadron, eliminated by flight as Chiss aligned pilot Jagged Fel and two others were sent to warn Admiral Kre'fey, were ordered to resume stations and investigate its military capabilities for possible use in combat. [7]
During his departure from the main battle, however, the squadron was chased by a large group of coralskippers. As they neared the station, Solo ordered Rar and fellow pilots to jump to the edge of the system while he anchored with Golan and reviewed it. When it emerged that the show was inevitable due to the rapid approach of
coralskippers, Rar read himself to fight again; Batteries turbolaser station Golan, thinks inactive, then opens fire up and destroys the Yuuzhan Vong star. Solo was praised by the station's captain, Erli Prann, and sailed on the platform while Rar, Lowbacca and the rest of the Twin Sun Squadrons waited in space. However, Prann was not
interested in changing control of the precious Golan II battle station, grouped into the Galactic Alliance. Having used the blasters to stun Solo, his crew shot a ion cannon over the Twin Suns Squadron. [7] The Rar fighter, along with the others, was taken to the station with a tractor beam, where Twi'lek was handed over with sonic
weapons. The X Twi'lek wing star has been flying has the motivation removed, like other vehicles that make up the squadron, and the eight devices are cannibalized to fix a broken hyperdrive goal II. Prann had planned to take the space station out of the system completely, but was fooled by the use of Jaina Solo's Team to convert its
destination into a battle centre. When the station reappeared from the hyperang, its crew had to help antilles by destroying a mediator, and it was later served by Han Solo and his wife at the Millennium Falcon. Rar and other pilots were released by the elder Solos, and led to the rescue of Jaina Solo. Twi'lek Jedi charged the Golan Station
crew with his traffic lights, which quickly surrendered, while Lowbacca dealt with Prann. The space station was then used to close antilles retreat. Although the operation to rewrite Bilbringi has failed, the Galactic Alliance is still in position, however dairy, to enter the final campaign against Yuuzhan Vong. [7] By the end of the war [ editing
sources] Section had agreed to fashion living ships Some Jedi. This process will take a few days, but I promise you it's not like anything you've ever experienced. ―Magister Jabitha of Zonama Sekot[src] Rar continues to fly Twin Suns Squadron, leading three Flights as Twin Suns Nine, and he, Lowbacca, and Jaina Solo soon sharped a
powerful Meld Force to help them in battle together. In the final months of the war, Rar accompanied the Twin Sun Squadron to the Tantara system, where yuuzhan Vong convoys and peace brigade ships were known to transport a large number of members of the Galactic Alliance to a massive sacrifice over Coruscant, which Yuuzhan
Vong has renamed Yuuzhan'tar. Upon arriving inside the system, Rar was quickly caught up in the Battle of Selvaris, as his squadron was tasked with preventing the Freighter's ship Peace from fleeing. Once the majority of convoy vessels have not moved, Rar joined the attack on the coralskippers protecting the convoy. Twi'lek and his
pilots met with rapid success; although many of Yuuzhan Vong's stars remained, the convoy was soon overwhelmed by the Galactic Alliance army. Twin Suns Squadron flew cover rescue transport while the coralskippers attacked, and managed to fight them. [22] When the Galaxy Alliance detainees were being transported for safety,
however, the strengthening of Yuuzhan Vong struck. Flying a new craft, the arrival of taking the Galactic Alliance star squadron with a surprise. Rar joined Solo in covering the retreat of the Millennium Falcon, who managed to escape, but overall the Twins Sun Squadron lost five of his pilots. Destructive squadrons protect surviving
transport as they retreat. Travelling from tantara system to Kashyyk and then to Dac himself, Rar's arrival, along with the rest of the squadron, went largely unanswered by the public. The Galactic Alliance army was preparing for a campaign to retrieve the Choruscant from Yuuzhan Vong, but the brutal Jedi Command had its own agenda.
Luke Skywalker, his wife, Corran Horn, Tahiri Veila, and several others have not communicated in the hunt for the living world of Zonama Sekot, which is thought to be holding a solution to the mystery of Yuuzhan Vong, due to the fact that it had successfully defended itself against yuuzhan Vong before. [22] Without the leader of the
Order, or knowledge of where or the status of the missing Jedi, a meeting was held at the Master Tresina Lobby apartment in Quarren Coral City Tower. Rar attended alongside a group of which Jedi could be refigured, and Master Kenth Hamner addressed the Knights and Masters assembled in the Issue of Skywalkers and their
companions. The group discussed the idea of instilling a strike team to Koruscant to interrogate a mysterious figure, Prophet Yu'shaa, who led the resistance movement against the ruler Yuuzhan Vong and is suspected of holding knowledge in which Zonama Sekot. Equations of the plan The mission to Myrkr is obvious, such a risk, and he
is as the last resort; If Skywalker and his friends fail to establish a relationship within a week, Hamner plans to install a Jedi strike force, in which Rar will become an expert. [22] The war moved before the Jedi, however, and as preparations were made to take back Koruscant from Yuuzhan Vong, a new heater, Nas Choka, appeared as
expected in the Calamari system. During Mon Calamari's successful defence, Rar did not fly with the Suns Squadron, instead commanding his own squadron. Fierce fighting—Yuuzhan Vong's fleet of sunken ships, always spinning fresh kraf into attack escapes and pulling damaged ships back into its center. When the battle began to take
its toll on the Galactic Alliance forces, half of choka's flotilla suddenly took off. Not long after, as it emerged that the living planet Zonama Sekot had in fact appeared in the Coruscant system itself, the other ships choka with retreat. The Galactic Alliance fleet moves, while most Jedi Commandments travel to Zonama Sekot, which for this
time is not revealed in its new orbit in the Koruscant system. [22] Master Skywalker welcomes Rar and the other Jedi on the surface of Zonama Sekot and explains to the Jedi Masters and Knights association the importance of Zonama Sekot. The awareness of the living planet, known as Sekot, has agreed to assist the Jedi in bringing
resolution to the Yuuzhan Vong War. Although the Galactic Alliance army made final preparations for the strike in Coruscant, Alema Rar and several other Jedi, including Kyp Durron, Corran Horn and Kyle Katarn, underwent a ceremony to realize which living Sekotan star to defend the planet. Twi'lek took part in the ceremony, which
included a typical diet, robes, and gift-giving to Sekot, the spirit of the planet. After completing the ritual elements, Rar bonded with two seed co-stars, a small organism that stunning themselves to their hosts and constantly evolving into organic stars—just like yuuzhan Vong's ship's organic technology. The final stages of the Yuuzhan
Vong War moved quickly, however, and it soon became clear that Yuuzhan Vong's leader, Supreme Overlord Shimrra Jamaane, had marginalized his troops for the final battle, which may include a strike on Zonama Sekot. [22] The Battle of Coruscant[edit source] Today has been years in the making. What we do from this moment
forward will test our resilience to the Force in a way that the Jedi have not tested in more than a generation. ―Luke Skywalker[src] Cyborgs Jentari who built the Sekotan ships worked quickly to prepare the ships, and Alema Rar long time ago admired his kraf together with other Jedi assigned to keep the world alive. When he arrived at
Master Skywalker, Rar was very excited others were present to hear a short address from the excavated warrior. Skywalker assigns groups and individuals to their respective tasks; he himself plans to lead his nephew and nephew against Shimrra Jamaane and his bodyguards, to remove the leadership of Yuuzhan Vong. With words of
encouragement, Skywalker urged the Jedi to come true to the Force, before the group parted ways. Shortly after Skywalker's speech and subsequent departure, Rar took to the skies and involved coralskippers who had attacked the planet alive. The rest of Yuuzhan Vong's task force holds their distance from the planet, supported by a
cluster bearing yammosk. Twi'lek and his Jedi companions soon realized, however, that Sekotan ships appeared reluctant to engage the coralskippers. [22] Rar and his fellow pilots were observed as Sekotan ships seemed reluctant to respond with hostility to the Yuuzhan Vong star, who on their behalf acted in the same confused
manner. When the coralskippers managed to force them past Rar and the other Jedi, static defenseman Zonama Sekot replies. Jedi remains uncertain the reason behind Sekot's constraints. Finally, the capital ships of Yuuzhan Vong began moving over Zonama Sekot, only to be confronted by the Hapan task force under the hapan of The
Queen Mother Tenel Ka Djo rule. The coralskippers were swiftly overwhelmed, and defenseman Zonama Sekot began firefighting energy salvos on the Yuuzhan Vong battleship. It became clear, however, that Yuuzhan Vong planned to use other tactics. A slayer ship, infected by the Galactic Alliance in Caluula with a red-developed Alpha
Red pathogen, has entered for the Sekot Commonwealth Zone—Yuuzhan Vong plans to poison the world. [22] Sekot recognized the deadly threat posed by the Red Alpha and fired a huge energy pole dead against Yuuzhan Vong who approached Yuuzhan Vong as a space battle over the intensified living world. Jedi fighters were
overwhelmed, and Rar was involved in a dogfights score with yuuzhan Vong coralskippers, defending the planet's settlement and trying to beat back the attacker's waves. Suddenly, all a dozen Of Sekotan crafts became damp and unscrupulous. Planetary defences stopped firing over Yuuzhan Vong, and waves of coralskippers and picket
ships burst onto the surface. Durron and Horn believe that the Red Alpha has reached the planet and infected it; Rar and the rest of the Jedi can do nothing except leaving their craft once the Sekotan ship has landed on the planet. [22] The convention came against Zonama Sekot's spokesman, Magister Jabitha; Cilghal; and scientist
Danni Quee, as well as some others, produce little results. Rar raises the possibility of using Jade, anchored on the planet, to find and destroy infected vessels, but Cilghal reminded Twi'lek that such actions atmospheric diversion of the pathogen. Jedi grew frustrated, with Rar subtly criticizing what he sees as a self-appointed role on the
planet as the guardian of the Force. The group's rogue interrupted the Jabitha report that Sekot wanted to bestow on Danni Quee. Queues set off with Jabitha and some Ferroan natives inhabiting the planet to speak to world consciousness; Rar, Durron, Horn, Cilghal and others can only watch as Yuuzhan Vong continues to attack the
planet and bring infected vessels ever closer. Although Skywalker and the Solo twins have eliminated Shimrra Jamaane, and that Nas Choka has handed the warfleet, the Sekot Zone is clearly implied. [22] Alema Rar was present when Luke Skywalker addressed the Jedi Command on Zonama Sekot at the end of the Yuuzhan Vong War.
Despite the last efforts of the Corellian Booster Terrik smuggler and the revamped Imperial II-class Star Destroyer, Errant Venture, the infected Yuuzhan Vong ship appeared unstoppable. In the final moments, Sekot fired a herd of insect ships into the sky. Using a graphic single to bring both the Yuuzhan Vong and Galactic Alliance ships
down to the surface of the planet, half a dozen ships gathered aboard the infected slayer ship and dragged it out of the atmosphere into deep space. Rar and other Jedi watched impressed from their vantage corner near their anchored stars. Quee and Jabitha returned, and the former informed the Jedi that Sekot had returned to Yuuzhan
Vong to their home. [22] In disbelief, Rar and his companions watched as coralskippers were dragged from orbit by insect craft towards the ground over two kilometres away. Shrinking towards the impromptu landing zone, and joined by Wedge Antilles and several pilots of the Smugglers Alliance, Rar and others arrived in time to watch
coralskippers make contact with the ground. When the pilot Yuuzhan Vong came out of their craft brandishing amphistaffs, the group prepared itself for confrontation. However, all were impressed as Yuuzhan Vong's biotechnology became benign and peaceful. It was later revealed by Danni Quee and Sekot that the living planet was the
seed of yuuzhan Vong's ancestral homeworld had returned home, and the conflict that has damaged the galaxy since Yuuzhan Vong had launched their aggression had ended. [22] In the weeks after the Sekot Accords addressing the nearest problem resolution faced by the end of the Yuuzhan Vong War, the Jedi remained on the Sekot
Joint Zone in the Coruscant system. The entire species of Yuuzhan Vong, deprived of their weapons, will be transported to the living world in the approaching days to peacefully live their existence in symbiosis with the planet. Jedi thanked them for their help Cal Omas, and Master Skywalker called for a convocation of Command about
Zonama Sekot. Once the surviving members of the Order have flocked to the live world, Skywalker gave everyone a day to catch up before calling all present to the same glade where Rar had witnessed the first landing of coralskippers. [22] Once all installed, Skywalker delivered an address on the role of the Jedi and their relationship
with the Force. Rar, along with all present, is encouraged to predict the rise of darkness and fight against injustice, which Skywalker believes is the desire of the Force. He also urged orders to consider the future without giving up on him entirely, and to help others on the street. Four days after the convocation, Rar left the live world, before
it brought Yuuzhan Vong to Unknown Territory. [22] Yuuzhan Vong's war left scars on both the galaxy and the rar Alema that never faded; Grief over the death of his sister aboard Nebula Chaser and other losses of the war that plagued Twi'lek, leading to a manifestation of internal darkness that failed to cancel following the end of the
conflict. [8] Manipulation and fall[edit source] Suit[edit | edit source] Comes fast ... come on now. ―Raynar Thul[src] for six years, the galaxy remains at relative peace. The Reconstruction Authority made the advance, as did other galaxies, in restoring—to the extent of the damage brought by the Yuuzhan Vong War. Alema Rar, however,
continues to suffer grief over the death of her sister, and anger maintains a hold on her actions. Other events, now far away, were also held above Twi'lek Jedi Knight. When in Myrkr, the years before, the Jedi had formed their Strict Force Meld to help their survival, they had accidentally created a mental bond between themselves so
strong that they failed to fade over time. After the war, each time members of the strike forces remained close to each other, they experienced mood swings, and found themselves sharing emotions and feelings. Cilghal, as the main healer of the Jedi Command, diagnosed the phenomenon as a delayed reaction to the battle of Myrkr
widened; The mental boundaries between survivors have been eroded by liquid strength, and they have begun to share emotions. This makes close interaction difficult, and by and large survivors try to move on with their lives individually. [8] Tenel Ka Djo still remains the Queen Hapan mother, Jacen Solo has disappeared on a five-year
journey to explore Force, and Tekli and Tahiri spent years in Zonama Sekot. For Rar, such as Jaina Solo, Zekk, Lowbacca and Tesar, moves on tough. Jedi carried out a broad intelligence rally mission on both, which since the death of Head of State Borsk Fey'lya during the Battle of the Choruscant wants to enact species against
Yuuzhan Vong. A Politician of both, Reh'mwa, formed a fundamentalist faction known as the True Victory Party to hunt down Sekot's Joint Zone and eliminate the species. By 35 ABY, Rar had found that Reh'mwa and his followers had intelligence related to the location of the live planet and had allocated a cruise, Revenge, for an attack
on Yuuzhan Vong that had been collected. Twi'lek has released a report to the Jedi High Council. [8] Unknown Alema Rar or the victims of another Myrkr team, another member of the strike force, raynar Thul, have survived the middle abduction of the mission by Lomi Plo and Welk. From the far-right Unknown Area, Thul cemented his
presence in the Force, calling the other strike forces a survivor to him. Initially, the call was absolute and unclear and the Jedi informed Luke Skywalker and other Jedi Masters mysteries. As the week passed, it became even more interesting, until Rar left his investigation into true Victory Party activities and met With Lowbacca, Zekk,
Jaina Solo and Tesar. Together the five Jedi travelled to the asteroid colony in The Unknown Territory, giving no explanation for their sudden departure. There, they were accepted by Lizil, a nest of insect creatures belonging to the Killik species, a racial thought given millennials extinct before. The jedi was later discovered by a group of
guards from Unu's nest, Killik's main nest, where Raynar Thul was the overall leader. A day after their arrival at the asteroid colony, the Jedi group left. [8] The situation became apparent to Rar and his companions; Killiks is an insect species organized by the mind of the hive. There are hundreds of different nests, which together form the
Colony, led by Raynar Thul, who has survived the Tachyon Flier crash and has been infused into the minds of the Killik's nest. Prolonged exposure to Killiks results in a decreased personality due to the power of the mind of the hive. Everyone who becomes Joiners in this way shares telepathic connections, thoughts, and emotions, just as
Myrkr's battles widened. The Killiks have evolved since the arrival of Raynar Thul, who has taught them healing principles and looked after each other. Before long, Killik's expansion had encroached on the Ascendancy Chiss border, and the conflict had erupted. Raynar Thul has recruited his longtime friends for help in the war against the
Chiss, who fiercely defended their territory, as they became aware of the subversive power of killik's nest minds. Rar was very eager to help the insect race defend himself against what he described as a blatant invasion of Chiss. The Jedi quickly became Joiners and their numbers were reinforced with the arrival of Tekli and Tahiri Veila.
[8] Subversion[edit | edit source] Why did Alema join Gorog, while everyone joined Obedient?. Because When Numa was killed, Alema turned much of her anger into—and anger always fertile ground for the likes of Lomi Plo. ―As hyper and Luke Skywalker[src] Flashpoint conflict is in the Gyuel system, where several Killik colonies were
built in the months of Qoribu, the Jedi gas system sent to Jwlio, one of the months of Qoribu, where the Obedient nest was located. However, for Rar, the experience of living among Killiks is different from his friends. Lomi Plo and Welk also survived the Tachyon Flier crash, and were connected into the minds of Killik's nest along with
Raynar Thul. Unlike Thul, who has used Jedi's knowledge to deliver ideals of care and healing when insect racing, Plo and Welk have been hoping for survival at all costs. Influenced Killiks to help him, and created a sense that he and Welk were not in an unaccompetible account, Plo started construction of Gorog, a secret nest, hidden
Killiks dedicated to preserving Plo and executing his will. The rest of Killiks, including Thul, were kept unaware of Gorog; Plo, which basically controls the minds of killik's nest, is able to filter the existence of nests from across the species. Gorog acts as an unconscious part of Killik's nest mind, influencing his decision without his
knowledge. [8] As a nest ruled through the dark side of Force, Gorog looked at the emotional Alema Rar that would allow him to recruit Jedi Knight as his agent. Lomi Plo set out to spoil Twi's lek, through Alema's anger and grief over Numa's death. Under the influence of a strong nest mind, Rar was, as with his companions, unable to
resist. Twi's long port of raw emotions ignited by the death of his sister proved the cause of his descendants into the dark side of the Armed Forces, and Lomi Plo became the master of Alema Rar. To some extent, this happens without the knowledge of Rar. Twi'lek is not a direct agent, knowing Gorog's nest, but rather the tool. Rar has a
compulsion to defend killik's nest, and especially Gorog, at all costs. However, as time passed, Rar realized his true loyalty to Gorog. On the front line in Jwlio, Rar continued to fight Chiss with his companions. The defense against Chiss is the urgent objective of Plo; However, in the long run, gorog leaders want to expand Killiks across the
galaxy, inconveniently all lives sentient to his will as Joiners, thus achieving domination of the galaxy. [8] Alema Rar fought on behalf of the Killiks against Ascendancy Chiss. The Deed nest, which many suffer under Chiss' offense, hosts the Jedi with fancy. Despite regular attacks by defoliator Chiss, which is used to send chemical
payloads to vegetables during the month, the nest is estried in the desire to provide food to the Jedi defender's team. Jedi increasingly shares senses and emotions as the Participating process continues; Rar, along with Solo and Zekk, feels welcomed by the Participating process and overall sense of admission. That mental engagement
was particularly noticeable during the engagement against Chiss, when the Jedi group came close to sharing its mind completely. One meal, Jaina Solo informed the group that another survivor of Myrkr, Jacen Solo, was on her way to Jwlio, having completed a five-year breakthrough journey. Rar, who is attracted to Jacen, is very
enthusiastic about knowing when the wandering Jedi will arrive. [8] News of Jacen Solo's return was soon followed by the approach of another task force defolator Chiss. Along with obedient dartships-small, primitive crafts pioneered by lone Killiks-Rar and other Jedi took their StealthX Jedi star flowers and were ready to defend against
Chiss. Four defamation, each with four-class escort clawcraft Nssis, advanced on Jwlio, Ruu and Zvbo; The last two months are home to the nests of Saras and Alaala. As always, the Jedi set to silently defoliator. Rar, on the other hand, wants to attack and destroy the invading craft to teach Chiss a lesson. The blatant aggression against
Chiss certainly triggered a full-scale war, however, and Solo and Zekk negotiated strongly against such actions. [8] Forming a trio with Zekk and Lowbacca, while Dart Saras attacked one defoliator and another targeted Jedi, Rar quickly disabled the ships as they approached the ships approached It shortly before Jedi realized they were
pulled into the trap. A Chiss Victory class Star Destroyer, previously gathered, revealed himself, blocking the return of the Jedi group to Jwlio and the Obedient nest. The Star Destroyer dug up complements starfighters and targeted jedi in their StealthXs with tractor beams. Lowbacca's craft was instantly locked up by one of the tractor
beams, and the clawcraft began to bear Jacen Solo and Tahiri Veila, turning them towards the Chiss ship. Killik dartships tried to defend the sobbed Jedi, but it wasn't until Rar and Zekk began attacking clawcraft so that Solo and Veila could escape. Instead of subsequently illuminating, however, Twi'lek grudges pressed the attack,
eliminating three clawcraft in seconds. [8] Rar's actions immediately caused an explosion of anger and disgust from his companions, but Rutian believed that he should be in what he did—warning Chiss as a result. The Deed Darts soon followed the rar lead, staring at themselves against clawcraft and quickly burning conflict. In return,
Star Destroyer to Rar, Zekk, Jacen Solo and Veila with tractor beams, and begins to pull them towards hangar Bay. Tesar Sebatyne and Jaina Solo flew to attack the Star Destroyer, but were unable to remove the tractor beaming station. Solo ordered the Jedi to be prepared to remove from their craft, but previously became necessary for
Rar, killik reinforcements arrived in the form of waves of hundreds of Mueum nest darts that navalized concentrated marriages into the upper deck of a capital vessel. Mueum's attacking power was so powerful that the Star Destroyer quickly shattered, and the tractor beam failed. During the final stages of the fight, Lowbacca was out of
StealthX to replace herself from catch-up. The permanent Clawcraft Chiss were able to prevent Rar and other Jedi from getting Wookiee, and therefore the group returned to Jwlio to fill fuel and back, before stopping to launch their rescue missions. [8] Recalcitrance[edit source] What, exactly, are you doing here? We are trying to deter
war. Isn't that what Jedi is supposed to do? ―Mara Jade Skywalker and Alema Rar[src] Interference from the Jedi Order, so suddenly abandoned by the Jedi group, interfered with this action plan. Jedi Masters Luke and Mara Jade Skywalker and Saba Sebatyne, along with Han and Leia Organa Solo, arrived at Gyuel's system to
investigate Rar's activities and the others missing the Jedi Knights. Rar and his companions await the Jedi Masters in the same hangar where they remained while StealthXs was refolded and reared. Once solos and right Jedi arrived and greetings were changed, Mara Jade Skywalker confronted the Jedi group over the ruin of their duties.
Rar argued that he and his colleagues Jedi tried to end hostilities between Chiss and Killiks. In an attempt to prove justification behind their actions, the Jedi group showed their accidental critics and Killik's nursery, while Rar bitterly denounced the Chiss invasion. [8] Unconvinced, Luke Skywalker requested the return of the Jedi to the
Galactic Alliance space, citing their counter-productive shortcomings in preventing the conflict. Jedi Master's request encourages Rar to speak out and claims that the Jedi is not a slave of the Galactic Alliance, but skywalker is customary. As it became apparent that Solos also believed that Rar and others only aggravated the situation,
Twi'lek became outspoken. However, Veila, Zekk, Tesar Sebatyne, Tekli, and Jacen Solo agreed to leave killik's space, and Rar had little choice but to acquire. Before departure, however the two Jedi generations explained that they would work together to regain Lowbacca. [8] Alema Rar flew alongside Jaina Solo, Zekk, and Saba
Sebatyne as an escort quartet for the Millennium Falcon, which led the search and rescue effort. Light freighter ship, which does not have stealth but but room for transporting adult male wookiee, Organa Solo consults chiss search craft to allow Millennium Falcons to join their search patterns. Meanwhile, Rar and the escorts sent
assurances to Lowbacca stranded through the Armed Forces. The Solos soon distinguished that they were being led into preparations, as Chiss were eager to catch more of their Jedi proponents of blame for missing out on the border conflict. Jaina Solo showed no signs of loving, and led four StealthXs closer towards Lowbacca's
position. Wookiee, fearing his friends would be arrested, activated his emergency beacon, revealed his position to the Chiss and allowed himself to be detained by a blue-skinned nation. [8] The rescue mission was called, and Rar returned with another to the Devout nest in Jwlio, leaving Lowbacca at the hands of the Chiss commander,
who was revealed none other than Jagged Fel, a former Rar squadmate during the Yuuzhan Vong War. On the return of rescue mission crafts to Jwlio, Rar and other Connectors returned to live their lives among the Killiks. Meanwhile, Gorog launched several attacks on the Skywalkers and Solos. In the morning before the discovery of
serious injuries Sebatyne, Rar, Zekk, and Jaina Solo participated in the Dawn Rumble, a general Killik dance. The dance was interrupted by news that Sebatyne had been injured in a lightsaber duel. Jedi and Solos rushed to the infirmary, where the gradually injured Sebatyne warned them of the existence of a Gorog killer bug and that he
had fought Welk, whom he claimed had survived the Tachyon Flier crash. Rar remains skeptical of Sebatyne's story despite Barabel's certainty. [8] Solos demanded that young Jedis be on holiday with them, but Zekk and Jaina declined, claiming that they did not leave without Lowbacca, and that they would investigate the attacks on
Sebatyne. Solo's organa vowed to open negotiations with Chiss, but Rar claimed that the defolator would damage greater damage to the Gyuel system's nest at that point. With the argument at standstill, Solos decided to come back without a young Jedi. With Lomi Plo and Gorog giving up that it was time for another attempt on Solos's
life, concurrent with the attack on Jade's Shadow, Rar was sent to remove the couple, along with Sebatyne, the C-3PO, and The Noghri bodyguard. To the surprise of Zekk and all three Solos, Rar thus informed them that he would accompany Solos and their companions aboard the Millennium Falcon, under the hell of acting as a guide.
[8] Attack on Solos[edit source] I tried to figure out who had attacked us. And I'm pretty sure Welk was involved. may be about what Jacen thought she saw. They both died. And you know this? How? Our... Colony knows. Colony knows. Know. what are you trying to protect us from? What! You have nothing to fear, if you're just going to do
what we tell you! ―Leia Organa Solo and Alema Rar[src] The Twi'lek joined Solos at the Millennium Falcon and set off from Jwlio, with a Master Sebatyne comatose on board. Rar's objective is to ensure that Solos no longer intervenes in Lomi Plo's plans, although The Twi lek is still unstable, partly unaware of why he was instructed to
carry out his duties. To Rar's conternation, while sitting in a gallery with Leia Organa Solo, she was asked by an older woman why she had accompanied Solos at the Millennium Falcon. Twi'lek tried to evade the subject, but revealed much of his nature as a Merger in the process and soon interrogated by older women about the Gorog
attacks on the Skywalkers and Solos, and finally on Master Sebatyne. Rar's denials and frequent attempts to change the subject were elaborated by Organa Solo, who questioned Continuing Rar in Welk, why Killiks would attack Sebatyne or Solos, and whether or not both The Dark Jedi-Lomi Plo and Welk—had survived the Tachyon Flier
crash. [8] Rar grew unintentional as he tried to satisfy Solo Organa with work permission. Finally, Twi'lek slipped on older women, lost control and shouted that Solos wouldn't be afraid as long as they didn't interfere with Lomi Plo's plans, although he only referred to Gorog obliquely. Solos's departure from the Colony's space, however,
was not safety enough for Plo; if Solos reports on Gorog's attack on Sebatyne to Skywalker, Plo feels that his scheme will come under threat. Thus, Twi'lek was instructed to boycott the Millennium Falcon and ride the Gorog Solos nest once and for all. While the light carrier was in the hyperspace, Rar was manbotting the hyperdrive
Millennium Falcon, causing it to get out of hyperang in the Colony's space, where a herd of Gorog darts began gathering aboard a light carrier. To the surprise of Rar, and despite his attempts to convince Han Solo that dartships mean not harm, the Corellians took a light carrier into the lights at half-power. [8] With his first plan after failing,
Rar tried to isolate Solo from his wife so that he could carry out Plo's instructions, to no accomplish. Further complications arise when the Millennium Falcon is obstructed in hyperang by the nebula; Usually, it is an easy method to dissuish hyperdrive and avoid nebula, but Rar sabotage ensures that this cannot happen. The destruction of
light carriers will soon occur; fortunately for its occupants, Organa Solo shoots Falcon around the hyperang and shoot the sublight engine. Time and space were prioritised briefly, before the freighter ship dropped out of hyperang, dragged out by the huge shadows of an unknown planet. Solo managing and Rar and Organa Solo left the
Millennium Falcon in full hazmat gear to drain contaminated coolants into a collection bucket. Jae Juun, sullustan who once acted as a Solos guide, brought out the Rar utility belt with her lights attached; Twi'lek and Organa Solo then set about draining the coolant from the carrier into the bucket. [8] When Solo explained that they did not
shed any coolants, Rar seized the opportunity to grop Solos on an unknown planet, out of the way a possible disruption in Lomi Plo's plans. He caught the handle on one of the buckets, shed eighty litres of coolant on the ground, and claimed that it was an accident. To his surprise, he immediately had to dodge shock explosive waves from
two Solos, Cakhmaim and Meewalh bodyguards. He dodged a follow-up explosion and ignited his lights, protesting his innocence. The Solos, however, had distinguished Twi'lek scams, and as Organa Solo ignited her own blades, Rar realized she had to be inability some of her enemies. Leaving all the hypocrity that he did not attempt to
end the threat posed by Solos for Plo's expansion, he claimed they had betrayed the Colony. [8] In the resulting battle, Rar was able to get the best before being placed at Cakhmaim's mercy. Orders from Organa Solo prevented Cakhmaim from killing Rar, and Twi'lek used a momentary disorder to herd Noghri away with the Force and
attacked Organa Solo. The two women spoke briefly until Organa Solo realized that Twi'lek was, through her loyalty to the Gorog nest, the complete enemy of the Jedi Order, where the fighters got engaged to each other again. Rar soon had Organa Solo at defensive, but was fooled by Man woman and her husband, who was eyeing her
under the point of relief for the pod fleeing theft. From inside the cockpit, Han Solo then shoots the pod, blowing the clearance hatch into Twi'lek and knocking it down. Rar was then calmed down by Organa Solo and brought back on board the carrier. [8] Showdown in Kr[edit | edit source] You see this coming, right? Not this-not Gorog. But
I know Alema is going to fall. ―Jacen Solo and Luke Skywalker[src] Drugs and heavily bound in one of the cargo holds of light carriers, the unconscious Twi'lek was watched by Meewalh and Cakhmaim at all times on his way back to Ossus. Rar speaks in sleep during the journey, referring to his close relationship with Gorog's nest to his
captor by referring in his sleep to the Welk-held Herald-position Night. When the Millennium Falcon arrived in Ossus, Twi'lek was taken to the Jedi Academy. There, drugs with tranqarest, by nylasteel bonds, and linked to a diagnostic system that will monitor his brain activity, Rar is jailed alongside a Gorog killer bug that has on the
Shadows of Jade by Mara Jade Skywalker. It was soon discovered by Cilghal that rar's brain area regulating emotional activity was linked to those killers of Gorog, presenting empirical evidence to the Jedi Order that Twi's lek was Gorog's Supporters. Luke Skywalker and Cilghal, through further experiments, were able to determine the
nature of Gorog's nest as unconscious in the minds of killik's nest. [8] Shortly after the experiment, Rar returned consciously and was able to escape. He escaped the Jedi Academy with killer bugs of Gorog, stealing skiffs from complex repair hangars and some supplies. In a stolen ship, Rar raced away from Ossus, cutting through the
hallway of spaceport's main approach in his rush. Twi'lek was chased by two Jedi pilots at the T-65XJ3 X-wing starfighters but was able to make the jump to light safely. Rar raced back to Gyuel's system and Gorog's headquarters in Kr. Month There, the Dark Nest Crisis has risen into the open war, with Jacen Solo entrenching the support
of Tenel Ka Djo and a Hapan warfleet to defend killiks against Chiss, who have brought a large fleet of aggression into the system. As Rar raced for Kr and safety, and to join Lomi Plo and Welk in defending Gorog's nest against any disruption, the Battle of Qoribu began. [8] Kr soon became the focus of a conflict with the Chiss and Hapan
fleets battling on the surface of an ice moon. Jedi Masters approach Luke and Mara Jade Skywalker, along with several other key members of the Order, as well as Solos, proved that Rar was traced to Kr. Jade Skywalker shooting a pair of proton torpedoes into the Gorog's nest hangar, where Twi'lek escaped. Rar survived the blast and
headed deeper into the nest. A wave of Gorog soldiers was sent against the two Jedi Masters, which landed on their StealthXs and followed Twi's lek course towards the center of the moon. Finally, when the Skywalkers had made their way to where black membrossia, a source of nourishment for Gorog, was being created, Rar revealed
himself and announced that both Jedi Masters would not be allowed to leave the month. Calling hordes of Gorog warriors, Twi'lek springs his traps and is ready to engage the Skywalkers. [8] Rar's opponents proved themselves more than capable of withstanding the hero's crowd and despite Twi Lukas Skywalker's best efforts shortly after
he. The former Jedi Knight reversed the tunnel but eventually had to turn around and contend with the Jedi Masters. Skywalker offers abilities, giving Rar the chance to return to the Jedi. In response, Twi'lek attacked the Jedi Master furiously. Outmatched, he was easy to held at bay while Skywalker urged him to his actions and thinking
about his long-dead brother and how Numa would see the currents of Rar Rar This approach incensed Rar further, although he was unable to crack through Skywalker's bodyguards. Mr. Jedi then galvanises Twi'lek's blade to the side, lunges Rar at him with the Force, and surrounds his left shoulder with his own weapon. Immediately, Rar
loses the use of his sword arm. Skywalker adjusts to his lights and returns to help his wife, while Rar retreats for safety. [8] It was not long before the Jedi Masters once again pursued Twi'lek. Rar prepares himself, waiting in the nest room, where Lomi Plo, Welk and gorog larvae are present, with a rifle. When Skywalkers entered the
room, Rar read himself to shoot Mara Jade Skywalker, but the older woman shot the Force lightning bolt in Twi'lek, setting fire to her goal and making her unconscious for a while. Welk comes forward to publicly engage the Jedi Masters, while Lomi Plo remains unannounced and hidden, providing support through the Force and reducing
the jedi masters' weapon power when he is capable. Welk didn't last long against Luke Skywalker and was killed by a Jedi Master veteran. Alema Rar and Lomi Plo escape, leaving Kr in Jedi hands. [8] Night Herald[edit | edit source] Machinations queen[edit source] Coming, Master Skywalker. We're just asking you to leave Gorog alone.
Do that, and every week we'll feed you one of the access code you need to really know your mother. ―Alema Rar, to Luke Skywalker[src] Night Herald of the Gorog. After the conflict on Kr, the Jedi Commandation negotiated a treaty with Raynar Thul which stipulated that in return for the destruction of hostilities with Chiss the Killiks would
inhabit the planets that Solos had found in the Utegetu Nebula. Killik Qoribu's lair was loaded into hapan's fleet and taken to what is known as the Woteba system, within the Utegetu Nebula. [8] There, fourteen planets were given to the Killiks in return for their pledge to halt development into the Chiss Ascendancy. [5] Lomi Plo's design did
not come to fruition, however, and together with Alema Rar, who she called the Second Night of the Herald of the Gorog, she continued her designs for galactic mastery. Gorog's nest belongs to a fifteen-planet near the Tusken Eye, the corona created by the next star in the nebula. [5] In fact, Lomi Plo is a Sith Master, a fact that Rar never
realized during his training under a Human woman. [12] Plo taught Twi'lek Jedi some Advanced Force techniques to enable him to become a capable general. Rar soon learned to develop a slippery presence in the Force, allowing him to worship himself and get himself out memories of the people he faced. [5] He replaced the lost lamp to
Luke Skywalker in Kr with a gun with dark blue blades. Dark. The left shoulder, replaced by the Skywalker blade, gives Twi'lek a set aside posture, and his left arm becomes withering and useless. However, Rar was dissolved in his opposition to his former colleagues and colleagues in the Jedi Order. He served only Gorog and Lomi Plo.
[5] Backed by Alema Rar, Plo's scheme to turn the Galactic Alliance against Killiks in the hope that the Omass Head of State would allow Chiss-free reins in dealing with insects, leading to an uninterrupted war between Chiss and Killiks that Plo hopes to win. To further its chances of success, Plo manipulated Thul and Killiks to build a
giant nest ship, so that Killiks could leave the Woteba system planet, which has an inconvenient environmental defense system that prevents adequate colonialism, and encroach on the Ascendancy Chiss. When, a year after the Dark Nest Crisis had concluded, the Skywalkers and Solos returned to Woteba to bestow Thul raynar on the
problems on the planet Woteba system, Alema Rar was on hand to keep an eye on them. At Saras's nest in Woteba, where the Millennium Falcon has docked, Rar's enemy is ready to leave following their talks with Thul. Wary of possible Jedi harassment, Plo and Rar have contemplated a scheme to undermine the Jedi Order and plan to
sow wrong information and doubts to the highest levels of his leadership. [5] Gorog's nest has knowledge of the internal droid droid work of the R2 series; Luke Skywalker is a droid-like owner, R2-D2,[5] who subsequently became the property of Anakin Skywalker, a young Jedi Knight who had fallen to the dark side at the birth of the
Galaxy Empire and became Darth Vader. [23] R2-D2 holds footage of the days ahead of The Skywalker's child's climate duel over Mustafar with Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi, a duel that has burdened his wife, Padmé Amidala, along with some of his limbs. Plo acknowledged that the recording would be of great interest to Skywalker, and
that leverage could be obtained on the Jedi Master by way of code delivery. Plo and Rar also plan to use Mara Jade Skywalker's past against her husband[5]—before releasing the Galactic Empire and the dark side, Jade Skywalker has become the Emperor's Hand, one of the selective slave bodies to emperor Palpatine. [24] As part of
the plan, Skywalker will be informed that the Gorog nest holds the key to the knowledge locked in R2-D2, and that The Mara Jade Skywalker may have been involved in the circumstances surrounding the death of Padmé Amidala-one lie, but was given some credibility by the long-standing Jade Skywalker Raynar Thul was influenced to
believe that Welk had actually been Incumbent accountants and targets Jade Skywalker in the Imperial era, and Gorog Joiner. Thus, Thul shares share knowledge with Skywalker and his wife, prompting a small measure of doubt between the couple over the Daxar Ies. It is up to Rar to exacerpance this development. Sightseeing in The
Saras hangar, Rar was spotted by Skywalker and emerged from the shadows. [5] Currently, Solo has left the hangar—Rar spoke briefly with Skywalker, dismissing his questions about his return to the Jedi Command and denying the survival of Welk and Lomi Plo. Lek Twi stuck to the same story of Welk being The Beda Ies, but
Skywalker pushed him and contended Rar on his fall to the dark side and departed from the Jedi Order. He blamed it for Kr, and offered redemption, but as Rar replied he was shocked from behind by Han Solo and unleased. When he came, he was quick to remind the pair that he had control over all the Killiks present. Skywalker went on
to remind Rar that he was in mental slavery to Gorog, and that he could fight the Joining process. [5] Rar responded with corn to Skywalker overtures and instead began discussing R2-D2, Skywalker's parents, and droid-massaged footage belonging to. Despite Solo's doubts, Skywalker gave Rar a hearing, and Twi'lek explained that he
could reveal the identity of his Jedi Master mother through the code he owns. He issued the code to R2-D2, and the droid played holorecording Anakin Skywalker and Padmé Amidala together in the second apartment,[5] the day before the departure of Order 66 and the near extinction of the Jedi Order. [23] Once holorecording has



concluded, Rar suggested that he could enable more recordings to see—if Skywalker refrained from intervening in Gorog's nest affair. Lord Jedi was surprised that Twi'lek and his master would think that he would agree to such a compromise, but when Solo told Rar that they were not interested in investigating Gorog, Dark Jedi allowed
the two men to come out. When Rar asked for his lights, he was angry when Skywalker removed the crystals and smashed him with Force before handing over a useless weapon back to him. Despite his anger, Twi'lek let them go and have new crystals mounted at the lights within the next few days. [5] Upping ante-edit | Edit the source]
We don't know what Mara is trying to hide from you, but we hope it has nothing to do with your mother's death. It would be very distressing if the Daxar Ies weren't his only victim. ―Alema Rar, to Luke Skywalker[src] Around the same time as Rar's meeting with Skywalker, Gorog launched an assassination attempt on Queen Mother Tenel
Ka Djo of Hapes, a former Close friend of Rar during the Yuuzhan Vong War, due in part Djo's involvement in the Dark Nest Crisis the previous year. Despite the failed attempt, Gorog knows the existence of Allana—the sensitive son of Tenel Ka Djo and Jacen Solo. This information is submitted to Alema Rar via a telepathic link shared by
the nest. Lek Twi became one of several galaxies to learn the close secrets of Allana's parents. Lomi Plo's plans were affected again when Cal Omas's Head of State sent the Galactic Alliance Fifth Fleet to block Utegetu Nebula, getting Murgo Choke, the only one out of the nebula, and one Killiks would be forced to take. [5] When a group
of Gorog insects and criminals who smuggled reactor fuel for a nest ship were found in Woteba by Luke Skywalker and Han Solo, Alema Rar travelled to find Raynar Thul to prevent the news from questioning leaders of the Killik Puppets to machinations of the Gorog. While Skywalker and Solo, who arrived first, initially managed to
convince Thul of the truth, telepathically persuaded Thul that The Jedi, not the Gorog nest, had brought reactor fuel to Woteba, and that he was being scammed. Thul instructed his guards to gather in Solo and Skywalker, but the Jedi Master realised that Rar was present, and forced Twi'lek to reveal himself. Grudgingly acknowledged
Skywalker's abilities, Twi's lek appeared and set about informing Thul and Unu's nest that Jedi had manipulated Killiks and wanted the species to be eradicated. With the mental manipulation of Gorog's nest affecting him, Thul did not pay attention to Skywalker's argument instead. [5] Raynar Thul, the Killiks leader and unedited slave of
Lomi Plo. Rar then again began to sow doubts in Skywalker's mind about his wife's loyalty, hinting that the ex-Emperor's hand hid something important from the Jedi Master. He gave the C-3PO, accompanying Skywalker, another sequence of codes, despite Solo's objections, before imagining that Mara Jade Skywalker could be involved
in the death of Padmé Amidala and subsequently leaving. Moments after his departure, Gorog exvicted his influence and removed the memory of Rar's presence from the present minds of Thul and Killiks. Skywalker and Solo were later imprisoned. Rar's code sequence has given the C-3PO a holorecording from the Jedi Temple during
Operation: Knightfall,[5] when Anakin Skywalker, newly crowned as Darth Vader, has led the 501st Legion to Jedi headquarters and the massacre of the Jedi people present, including the youngsters. [23] Following his second meeting with Skywalker, Alema Rar returned to Mata Tusken, where fifteen nests were completed construction
and were ready to take off. There was little time to land, and Rar prepared himself for an attack on the Galaxy Alliance restrictions. Fifteen nest vessels make hypermark jumps to Murgo Choke, where the Fifth Fleet is waiting. Rar boards aboard the Gorog nest, where the dock of the Lancer-class frigate, together Raynar Thul and some of
the and Unu-Hold mental guard Lomi Plo over Thul and Killiks was strong enough that he had persuaded them to fight directly alongside Gorog without law. At the same time the nest ships involved the Fifth Fleet, a Gorog killer bug that had been concealed across the Galactic Alliance ships was discharged. [5] With its crew largely ining
capable, Admiral Ackbar, the premier of the commanding officer of the Fifth Fleet, Admiral Nek Bwua'tu, was soon overset by nest ships. Mon Mothma—the second Star Destroyer—and his escort retreat. Rar boarded the Lancer-class frigates with Thul, and they set out to catch Ackbar Admiral. As the Star Destroyer fired shots over the
frigate, Thul used his power to deflect the turbolaser strike. Killer bugs living in capital vessels set about disabling access terminals, preventing Bwua'tu from starting a ship's self-destructive mechanism. Rar and Killiks with him boarded the Star Destroyer and clashed with the remaining crew. [5] Twi'lek led a small team of Gorog warriors
but was soon discovered by Leia Organa Solo, who was aboard the Star Destroyer defending Admiral Bwua'tu. The two women were involved in a duel lightsaber in the corridor. Rar was initially unprepared—Organa Solo spent the past year training as a Jedi under Saba Sebatyne. However, during duel, Rar was able to prevent Bwua'tu
and his crew from reaching an undamaged access terminal, but suffered heavily in the hands of Solo Organa in the process as he lost his left lek to the Blades of Human Lamps. Twi'lek is able to best Organa Solo and cannot afford a seemingly fatal kick to the throat; as Rar near the Jedi revealed to finish it off, Master Sebatyne and both
Noghri's bodyguards launched the attack, asking Twi'lek to retreat. [5] Jedi and Bwua'tu and the remaining crew fled Ackbar Admiral, leaving him in killiks' hands. The Star Destroyer and four nest ships broke the blockade and left Utegetu Nebula for the Chiss space, with Rar on board. Luke Skywalker and Han Solo, however, have
successfully disabled the hyperdrive ship Gorog's nest, and hested premiere of Lomi Plo, along with ten other nest vessels, were killed in Murgo Choke in the standoff with the still-in-power Fifth Fleet removal, which opened fire onto them. Meanwhile, attacks on the Thrago Supply Depot encouraged Chiss to launch a preemptive strike
against Killiks,[5] prompting a conflict known as the Swarm War. [25] Tenupe Battle[editing resources] What is Twi'lek Jedi? This Alema Rar? Isn't he a Dark Nest Connector? He is. Until now, he is considered We Chiss prefer certainty to presumption, princess. ―Revoke ambassadors Chaf'orm'bintrano and Leia Organa Solo[src] As the
Swarm War unfolds and the battle intensifies, Alema Rar Rar to Tenupe, a forest planet on the front lines of the war, where traps are being prepared for captain Jagged Fel's fleet. Raynar Thul and the Killiks army dispersed themselves in shattered Tenupe Moon, waiting for the Chiss fleet to pull close. Flying in purloined StealthX, the
Twi'lek Night Herald is poised to prevent Chiss from using parasite bombs, which would eliminate Killiks, against insect species. As it became apparent that Chiss intended to deliver a payload on Tenupe with a defoliator vehicle, Raynar Thul brought Moon Swarm's fleet into the game, and Rar flourished StealthX into Tenupe's
atmosphere. Zekk and Jaina Solo, still under the influence of the nest mind, were sent against the defolatory as a diver, while Rar waited to attack as soon as Chiss believed the danger had passed. Both Jedi suffered serious damage while attacking the defoliator, but Rar did not intervene. [25] Once Solo and Zekk managed to paint the
claw escort, Twi'lek launched his attack and destroyed both defoliator vehicles. One intact wing, with two parasite bombs attached, was blasted free, however, and fell towards the surface of the forest planet. Chiss Forces; Millennium Falcon, with Leia Organa Solo, her husband, and Jedi Master Sebatyne on board; and Twi'lek in his
StealthX all raced to the surface of the planet—Chiss with the intention of blowing up the bombs, and Rar and Solos with the objective of destroying them, to avoid the wholesale extinction of the Killik species. Rar stumbled upon the planet's surface, realizing that he was being pursued by Solo Organa and his allies. Landing swiftly, Rar hid
his StealthX in a mogo tree and covered the starfighter in a beard moss blind. He then started searching for a bomb but soon hid as soon as he felt the approach of Solo and Jedi Master, Saba Sebatyne. [25] Despite Rar's attempt at the spray, he was discovered by Organa Solo and forced to contend with the Human woman. Before
getting involved, Rar tried to use mind tricks at Organa Solo, suggesting that they work together to destroy parasite bombs. In return, Twi'lek's opponents tried the same tactics on him and almost succeeded. With the power of the Force alone having failed to resolve the situation, both joined the battle on the tree branch. Initially succeeding
in his first attack and being able to fulfill the Solo Organa attack with himself, Rar however was too slow to retreat from one lung, and lost half his leg to the Human woman's blade. Failing to make progress, Rar is eyeing Organa Solo into a hidden spider range—a massive creature of natives to Tenupe. Just as the spider will attack, The
Force-jumping Solo Organa over Rar and kicking Twi into the open maw spidersloth. Before Rar could retaliate, the massive creature took his right arm in. mouth and slightly down,[25] fractured limbs. [3] It was later fed in the upper half of Twi'lek's body struggling into his mouth. [25] Solo's organa then cut tree branches and spidersloth
tails—with Alema Rar still in her mouth, the creature plunged into the river below. [25] Although the spider had bitten Rar almost half, fractured six ribs in the process, the desperate former Jedi managed to slip the throat of the creature from the inside with lights and his struggles out of the river. [3] In space, the Battle of Tenupe was
finalised—Luke Skywalker defeated and killed Lomi Plo, Raynar Thul to be imprisoned, Gorog's nest was destroyed, and Killik's expansion was undermined. Although the parasite bombs were not released, and Killiks survived the attempt of the species, the battle marked the end of Rar's time among insects. Deprived of force-sensitive
leadership, Killiks regretted their old ways. [25] Wilderness and back[edit source] He took our culpse, and so we couldn't communicate entirely with others. He caused the destruction of our nests as well. And he takes what attracts others to us, our beauty. We are lonely, and we can't touch the world properly anymore. ―Alema Rar,
explained her desire for grudges to Lumiya[src] Alema Rar after losing her left streak. Injured and barely alive, Rar sought safety inside the cave. With a fractured arm and six broken ribs, as well as deep wounds on the part of the stomach and her back, Twi'lek is in a critical condition. To help him in his recovery, he used the Force to call
Killiks to him who had survived in combat. A group of insects arrived and cared for it all year round. When each complements their natural lifespan and dies, Rar records their deaths on the Twi'lek story chain. By 37 ABY, Twi'lek injury was cured. Although her body was ernched and covered in thick scars, she was able to walk. The healing
of his injuries did not prevent Rar from obsessing against those who had caused them. Twi'lek descends into crazy, becomes fixed to tell himself when Luke Skywalker and Leia Organa Solo, and develop a unique philosophy known as Balance. He came to believe that every action in the galaxy should have retaliation; Thus, he had to
cause a lot of pain to Leia Organa Solo and his brother because they had to to him. Rar does not believe that he is an agent or creator of the Remainder, but he can be guided by this intangible force in his actions. Twi'lek concluded that he is still a Jedi, only now in service to Balance. [3] Rar his injuries—his severe shoulders, severe leks,
lost instep and turned torso—over and over again on the memory rope while he swept how best to repay his enemies well. Although he wants to torture Solo Organa, Twi'lek feels loss loss rather than physically should befall those he believes has wrong him. She decided to remove family members Solo and Skywalker to cause pain to her
opponent-Rar planning for Organa Solo to witness the death of her partner and her son, and to kill Mara Jade Skywalker in front of her husband Luke. Rar recorded a long list of other possible retaliation on the memory strap. [3] The majority of his anger was directed towards Leia Organa Solo—from the point of view of Twi'lek, his
nemesis had made him ugly, muted until he could not dance, disarmed communications or emotional involvement with other members of his species by destroying his lek, and destroying the Gorog nest, taking away from the safety and safety he had discovered [13] For his first target upon returning, Rar plans to remove Jacen Solo, his
former friend and son Han and surviving Leia Organa Solo. [3] Besides being obsessed about how to take revenge on his enemies, Rar also developed several other attributes. He continues to refer to himself in the compound's first-person pronoun, which he believes respects Gorog's nest. As the last surviving nest member, Twi'lek felt
that referring to himself in the single would prove that the nest was completely destroyed. [3] He also started speaking loudly to himself. [12] While on the planet, Rar built a handgun and was obtained from wild Tenupian forests several potent toxins, including deadly poison[3] and meat-eating bacteria. He cataloged the different
ingredients he collected in vials, which he kept about his people. [12] Near the end of his first year groaning in the Tenupian jungle, Rar caught a fever and entered a delicate state, dreaming that he was exploring massassi temples in Yavin 4 with his long-dead sister, Numa. When Twi'lek woke up, he was stranded high on a mountain on
the planet. [3] Finally, the way in which Twi'lek could escape Tenupe became apparent. Unknown to Rar, Jagged Fel has also been demolished in Tenupe, and his father, Soontir Fel, has sent a commercial search party to regain his son. Somehow, Rar came across the search team and killed them all. Twi'lek then fit their star, and escape
the forest planet sometime between 37 ABY and 38 ABY. By 40 ABY, Twi'lek was ready to start hunting for Jacen Solo. [3] The rise of Alema Rar coincided with dramatic developments at the galaxy scene. After four years of peace following the conclusion of the Swarm War, the conflict is breeding again. [26] Chafing under the
administration of the Galactic Alliance, Corellia's proud world presented herself opponents to the government of The Head of State Cal Omas. Corellia's stance attracted a lot of sympathy, and before long the Galactic Alliance launched a preemptive military operation against the planet and as a warning. [26] Things rose exponentially, and
within weeks the full-scale civil war was under manufacturing. Jacen Solo, the target of Rar, became head of the Galactic Alliance Guard, a secret police organization operating in Coruscant to avoid hostile actions being committed by the enemies of the Galaxy Alliance. [27] Quest for the Balance[edit source] Solo Hunt[edit | edit source]
Balance must be served. ―Alema Rar[src] It was for Coruscant that Rar came in, just under three months into the year. Twi'lek, eager to start his quest for Remainers, soon located Jacen Solo and began chasing him. One day during the pursuit of Solo, Rar followed his old friend from his apartment down through the dangerous severity of
Coruscant, which was refurbished with the creatures of Yuuzhan Vong, the region's Ferals-population—and the remnants of Yuuzhan Vong's growth and plant life. Although Rar was presented with the chance to erase his shot at Solo and kill the Jedi as he travelled, Twi'lek chose not to do so, preferring to seek to kill Solo face-to-face. Rar
was twice as distracted by the minors—and on both occasions addressed certain justices he met in Balance—but managed to retain Solo for a while. Before long, however, his quarry had disappeared, and Rar found himself outside the entrance like a cave. Rar was barred from entering by nikto guards but held off forcing entry when he
traced the presence of a dark-wielding side team some way behind him. [3] His presence disappeared from his perception as soon as he realised it was, but it led Twi'lek to believe that another individual was pursuing Solo. This knowledge encouraged him to enter swiftly, and he killed guard Nikto after a brief interrogation about Solo on
the go. To deal with both of Quarren's guards coming out to confront him, Rar used a strong mind trick and memory scrub, ordering them to prevent Force-wielder he was sensationalized following Solo from entering. Twi'lek then makes its way through the space inside, unsure of the functionality of the structure. However, soon after, Rar
overheard an unknown force-wielder killing both Quarren guards at the entrance; determined to discover another solo pursuer's identity, he was hiding. When Lumiya, Dark Lady of the Sith and the antagonist Lukas Skywalker from the Palpatine period, appeared in the corridor, Rar was surprised. [3] Twi'lek assumed that Lumiya, the Jedi
enemy, had targeted Solo and would steal Rar's murder. To avoid this undesirable occurrence, Rar decided to remove Sith Lady. When Rar discovered Lumiya had he raced through the corridors and rooms to find Solo, killing any of whom lied to him and dodged the guards looking for it. Eventually, she appeared on the balcony looking
over a slim pool, wretched in fog. Through fog, fog, listening to Jacen Solo address what turned out to be the World Brain, the creature of Yuuzhan Vong is still in place in Coruscant that has been installed as the planet's organic guard. Not wanting to waste time, Rar fired one of the blowgun darts in Solo. To her surprise, an unfamiliar
woman warned Solo about the incoming missile, before using Force to whisk Solo from a way of harm. Rar tried to escape the botched killings, but was blasted by Force lightning and incapacitated. Injured and hidden in a thick fog of chamber, Rar heard as Solo approached. Meanwhile, the World Brain—an unintentional recipient of Rar
poison darts—starts getting into seizures and dying. To her surprise, again, Rar soon realized that not only did Lumiya was the woman who helped Solo, but that she adhered to her instructions. As lumiya was able to order Solo to focus on the dead World Brain, Rar was able to escape the scene with his identity unravelling, causing him to
come to terms with solo apprentice revelations to Sith. [3] A new ally [ edit the source] Do I know you? not yet. But we hope you will let us serve you. What you do with Jacen is so delicious—and so right for The Balance. ―Lumiya and Alema Rar[src] Over the next few days, Rar spied on Solo and Lumiya, encloned with the idea that Leia
Organa Solo is in the process of losing her surviving son to the Sith Lords Order, a reality believed Twi can only be buried by The Balance. Three days after the incident with World Brain, Rar traced Solo to the Plaza Fellowship, where his quarry held a meeting with Ben Skywalker, his Jedi apprentice. Twi'lek observed the encounter in
secret, as did two other-Lumiya, and the powerful Jedi who had followed Ben Skywalker to the meeting and sprayed himself in the Force. Rar listened to Solo and Skywalker's conversations, admiring Balance even more so because he understood that Solo had damaged his cousin with dark side teachings, thus bringing pain to Luke
Skywalker. Twi'lek remained for the eavesdrop on Lumiya once Ben had left. As Dark Women and her apprentices began to conclude, Rar noticed another Force-user identity present—Tresina Lobi,[3] Chev Jedi Master with whom Rar had served during the Yuuzhan Vong War. [6] [22] Determining that the Lobby should not inform the
Jedi Command because Rar felt such development would damage the Balance by warning Organa Solo to her son's corruption for too long, Twi'lek jump in the Lobby with his lights. Immediately, the Lobby was able to repel Rar's surprise attack, injure Twi's lek, and retreat. Ex-Night Herald uses distance to The Jedi Master's headset with
Force, preventing the Lobby from recording duel. Rar was quick to recruit Lumiya to his cause and together they chased The intense fights that followed up saw Rar and Lumiya initially overpowered; Lumiya lost his arm and Rar was dragged onto Sith Lady's signature lighting trail by the Armed Forces Lobby command. The lobby
continues to apply until he hesitates; Rar seized the opportunity and forced Chev back, where Lumiya severed the foot of the Jedi Master. With what he sees as a compassionate act, Rar then decompasses the helpless Chev. [3] When Rar had made it clear that he wanted an ally with Lumiya to extend Jacen Solo's corruption, Sith Lady
received Twi'lek's help. Over the next few days, Rar helped Lumiya kill some members of the True Victory Party,[3] the same faction he observed as part of his Jedi duties after the Yuuzhan Vong War. [8] Reh'mwa and the True Victory Party have become opponents of Jacen Solo and therefore the aspiring Sith has asked Lumiya to kill its
members. After committing several killers, Rar traveled with his new ally to Anakin Solo, the Imperial I-class Star Destroyer bestowed on Solo by Cha Niathal, the Supreme Commander of the Galactic Alliance team. Son of Solo travelled from Coruscant to the Hapes Cluster, to protect Mother Tenel Ka Djo from a possible coup d'état. Even
while working alongside Lumiya, however, Twi'lek has not been privy as far as Sith Lady's plans, and even her explanation on Remainers fell in the unhappy ears. [3] It was only when the two sneaked into the Anakin Solo Missile Hold that Rar began to understand the nature of Lumiya's mission. Sith Lady set out to work to remove a
proton detonator from one of star Destroyer's baradium missiles and had Rar help her as she carried out dangerous work. Sith Lady's secrecy on the purpose of the Proton detonator frustrates Rar, and she puts both at risk of dying when Lumiya continues to ignore her questions. When his allies responded, explaining that Solo sent him to
Depot Roqoo, a nearby station, to fight Luke and Mara Jade Skywalker, Rar was surprised that Lumiya recognized the suicide nature of the mission. Whether Sith Lady died against the Skywalkers, thereiably removing her as the now excessive master to Solo, or she would kill Luke Skywalker, allowing Solo to take over the Jedi Order.
Lumiya has resigned to the fact that either the way he served sith Solo's destiny and acted to ensure Skywalker's death whether he managed to kill him or not-he caught the Proton detonator to his chest as a failed battle safely, linked to his heart. [3] Alema Rar still couldn't fully understand Lumiya's plans, assuming that Lumiya wanted to
see Skywalker die as revenge scarred on his hand during the Galactic Civil War. In addition, Rar congratulates Luke Skywalker for living long enough to watch his brother's son fall further into the Side. Both argue again, before Lumiya explained that was a plan to ensure Sith would rule out a galaxy even without him, having hinted that
there was more Sith waiting to act. Rar disbelieved, because of The Jedi training and his knowledge of Rule Two, which states there are only two Siths at any time. Lumiya won't come, merely giving further clues, and start preparing Proton's second detonator for Rar-Twi'lek will go to Depot Roqoo wearing the same failed safe combat. [3]
Duel on Roqoo Depot[edit | edit source] Tell me what's going on in Roqoo. We failed. ―Jacen Solo and Alema Rar[src] Luke and Mara Jade Skywalker, two of Alema Rar's targets in her quest for Balance. From Anakin Solo Rar and Lumiya travelled to Depot Roqoo, where they lay in waiting for the Skywalkers. Once Luke Skywalker and
his wife have remained on the station's cantina for some time, waiting for their son, Rar and Lumiya spring their traps. His presence in the masked Force, and his identity was concealed by a large cloak, Rar drashed a grenade down the corridor towards the Skywalker, which destroyed the intersection and seal of passages, enciting the
Skywalkers further into the canteen. There, Lumiya revealed herself and got engaged to Luke Skywalker in a lightsaber duel delivered. Skywalker was immediately restrained by the presence of so many other people in the cantina, and had to adjust his style of struggle to prevent collateral damage. Rar put in waiting at one of the other
entrances in cantina, waiting for the chance to kill Skywalker with his blow-up gun. Lumiya continues to hold Skywalker in position, so that Rar can shoot darts at the Jedi Master, but Twi'lek is held—he wants Luke Skywalker to see his wife die first, before his own death, so that he will end his life in grief and suffering. Alema Rar's
hesitation lasted too long and the chance to kill Luke Skywalker missed; he instead set his satch on nearby Mara Jade Skywalker. [3] Before attacking Jade Skywalker, Rar reached out to Luke Skywalker in the Force and shared with him the grief and misery and suffering he had had since his downpring. The mental outpouring warned
Skywalker to the threat posed by Rar but also distracted him, allowing Lumiya to damage his hand while he sent a warning to his wife. Rar was hiding as Jade Skywalker came to investigate but was unable to kill Lord Jedi when he springed his ambush. Both opponents face; Rar mocked Jade Skywalker's bid to surrender and briefly
overwhelm the Man woman, before being fouled and knocked unconscious his enemy. When Rar woke up, he was forfeited, bound and bound, with his bomb failing to safely disable. Rar was able to escape the scene, getting a dinghy Galactic Alliance message to make him escape. Before he left, Rar broke container lines on Jade's
Shadow to slow down slowing down as he travelled to speak to Jacen Solo. Cantina exploded as Lumiya's failed detonation was safe, and Rar considered that her allies were dead. [3] Twi'lek took a dinghy message to the Hapes system, where Anakin Solo was involved in a battle to protect Mother of Queen Tenel Ka Djo from hostile
factions with her noun. Landing in one of Star Destroyer's hangars, Rar asked for an instant audience with Jacen Solo, and travelled to the Command Salon to meet him. His identity was sprayed by the pilot's jumpsuit and helmet he wore, Rar was ordered by Solo to reveal himself. Once Rar explains that his death on board the Star
Destroyer will have undesirable consequences for Solo, his lover Tenel Ka Djo, and Allana, his survival is assured—Solo cannot risk allana's parents' knowledge of becoming public. Dark Jedi then answered Solo's questions about what had happened at the Roqoo Depot and told her alliance with Lumiya since Duel at the Plaza
Fellowship. Twi'lek eventually convinced Solo and explained that he had come to Anakin Solo and had disabled Jade's Shadow to get rid of it, and prepared him for, the Skywalkers, who knew that Solo had set up a confrontation with Lumiya. [3] Once Rar delivered his warning, he looked the other way to take revenge on Solos and the
Skywalkers. On Jacen Solo's tactical display screen, the Millennium Falcon was shown at the point of collecting several extravehicular humans from the vacuum. Both Solo and Rar knew that among those being Ben Skywalker, Jaina Solo, and Zekk, were recently moved from a doshed ship. Twi'lek strongly imagines that Han and Leia
Organa Solo are trying to take hostage Ben Skywalker, to plant a seed of doubt in Sith's aspiring mind. With the final comments, beyond hand about Solo having to be able to sacrifice anything to get peace for the galaxy, Rar departed, disguised and accompanied by an escort of the Galactic Alliance. Moments later, Solo ordered Anakin
Solo to extinguish the fire over his parents, who were nevertheless able to escape the battle. [3] Instead of taking the dinghy message back with him, however, Rar chose to remain aboard the Star Destroyer. [28] The Battle of Hapes was finalised,[3] and Solo and Star Destroyer regained imitation of the Corellian system, where the
Galactic Alliance sanctions were established. [28] Aboard Errant Venture[edit source] There was a ship's presence, someone or something I couldn't identify ... but here. Watchful. ―Leia Organa Solo[src] While Rar was hiding in the Delta Hangar Star Destroyer, she opted for a stowaway aboard the star, Duracrud, as soon as she
observed Galactic Alliance isbogging the ship. After witnessing the actions of the agents, he carried a replacement section on board before hiding. Soon the smugglers who had worked for Jacen Solo, Uran Lavint, boarded the plane Duracrud and departed Anakin Solo, without realizing that hyperdrive was interrupted on Solo's orders.
Hoping to reach an ally in his bid to track down his targets, Rar remained hidden until Lavint had made the jump, which left Duracrud stranded in deep space due to sabotage. Once Lavint had given up, Rar exposed himself to the incredible woman and explained that in return for his help in hyperdrive fixing, he needed smugglers' services
in search of his old difficulties, Han and Leia Solo. The two women struck a deal, and together they repaired the hyperdrive sabotage. For their destination, Lavint sets its sparations in Errant Venture, a star Terrik booster. Rar is uncertain about bespinite smugglers' choices, but acquired. Lavint flified Duracrud back to the Corellian system,
where Terrik had beleaguered Errant Venture to tap business from the military over the Galactic Alliance restrictions. At Lavint's request, Rar entered one of the carrier's smuggling compartments and awaited his partner's contacts before leaving the vessel anchored to travel to the smugglers' cabin. It wasn't long before Rar detected the
vague presence of the Jedi aboard the Star Destroyer and suspected that it was Leia Organa Solo. [28] Leia Organa Solo, primary target Alema Rar, and her husband Han Solo, who both Rar hunted during the Second Galaxy Civil War Over the next few days, Rar took to sneak around the hangar Star Destroyer looking for the Millennium
Falcon, or moving stealthily through day cabins, casinos and shopping areas, all while erasing evidence of his way , back in the evening to the cabin, where Rar will deliver his threats and search reports. Sometimes, when the two women are in the same casino, Rar will use his abilities in the Team to help with the success of Bespinite
smugglers' gambling, keeping tabs on his partner. Twi's lack of success soon began to be grateful, and it was only a brief conversation with Lavint confirming the possibility of the remainder right—smugglers raricalized at high connections owned by Solos, reminding Twi'lek that Han and Leia Solo would be in a private area of the ship with
Terrik, rather than a casino and frequent shopping area. [28] As such locations proved the dud area in terms of its efforts for Solos, Rar began entrenching crew quarters and ship administration areas, such as bridges as well as captain Terrik's cabin and his daughter Mirax, wife of Jedi Master Corran Horn. Yet despite this frequent
investigation, Rar's search still proved fruitless, and after another unsuccessfully he decided to assist his partner in gambling in Maw Maw There, he saw Jacen Solo in talks with two Humans, who turned out to be Wounded and Mara Jade Skywalker. Eager to remove Jade Skywalker, Rar was preparing his shot when a disturbance in the
Force triggered Jacen Solo and the Skywalkers to take off the casino in a hurry, followed shortly afterwards by most military personnel; Both the fleet and the Comedian have attacked the Galactic Alliance's restrictions in an attempt to free the Corellian system. [28] In the resulting mess, Rar managed to erase the darts at Jade Skywalker,
only to have his projections accidentally eliminate Orthoplan. Just as he gave up in frustration, he saw Lando Calrissian. Realizing that the presence of Calrissian suggests that Solos, he chased the Socorro native into the turbolift. Shocked, Calrissian pulled off his blaster, only to have it telekinetically whisky from his hands by Rar. Twi'lek
calmly interrogated Calrissian, ignoring his claim that Solos was not above Errant Venture and assured him that he would not take his life. When Calrissian raised his hostages on him, he suspected the blaster slaughtered and used Daya to take it too. On voiced instructions, the flour chose Rar, which collapsed onto the floor of a semi-
conscious elevator. Calrissian escaped the scene, but as he fled, Rar gave his frustration in the Force and deleted the opportunity meeting from the memory of the gambler, maintaining the secrecy of his presence aboard the Star Destroyer. The coalition of troops both, Corellian and Commenorian broke the Galactic Alliance sanctions and
therefore declared themselves a Confederate. [28] Flights to Gilatter VIII[edit source] We are here to kill Mara Jade Skywalker, who is here, and Han Solo, who is coming. ―Alema Rar explained himself to Lumiya[src] The Errant Venture had escaped engagement over the World Five and set up shop in the Coruscant system, with Rar and
Lavint still on board. However, unknown to rar, the holocam has recorded it in a corridor outside the Maw Casino and transferred this information to the Jedi Temple on Coruscant a few days after the events in the Corellian system. There, the Rar Alema Task Force, which consists of Zekk, Jaina Solo, and Jagged Fel, receives data and
departs to the surface of the galaxy's capital for nearby Errant Venture. They were soon afterwards being joined by Solos, who returned to the Star Destroyer from Gyndine. Rar traces the presence of Leia Organa Solo clearly and thrives excitedly with the prospect of a judge. Meeting with Lavint briefly in the cabin, Rar assured his partner
that their deal had been realize that Lavint is still a potential target for elimination if his plans are in a hurry. The former Jedi made his way to the data kiosk to download information on recent arrivals to Errant Venture. [28] Alema Rar was involved with the current Leia Organa Solo of Gilatter VIII Soon, he traces another presence, that of
Zekk, who moves through a nearby lobby. Rar hailed him as a chance target, preparing his blow-up gun, only to discover Jedi Master Corran Horn standing behind him. Horn demanded a Rar submission, and only plucked his darts off the air when he fired shots over him. Both light their lights, and the lobby denizens are clapped, expect a
mock-duel. As Zekk closed, Rar threw his lights on the chandeliers, asking Zekk and Horn to save many patrons from being crushed. Twi'lek made him escape, only to be confronted by Organa Solo in the long corridor, with jaina Solo closures behind. Panic, and abandoned his efforts to kill Han Solo in front of his wife, Rar fired his shot at
Organa Solo, only to have the dart army pushed back into his mouth with near-fatal consequences. The trapped Twi'lek escaped, making his way to the cargo bay, where he was shot in the left clam by Jagged Fel. In great pain, Twi'lek threw his former teammates into a heap of cargo crates and rushed into the hangar bay. Desperately
looking for a ship, Rar boarded Duracrud, whom he knew of the code. The Galactic Alliance rules allow the departure of the vessel despite Terrik's best efforts, as it was technically assigned to the military. In the YV-666, Rar escaped from the scene of his latest conflict. [28] Days later, he communicated with Lavint for the last time,
claiming the location of Solos. The smugglers informed him that a Confederate leader meeting was taking place in the Gilatter system, in the resort satellite over gas giant Gilatter VIII, and that Solos would be in doubt present. Rar travels to the resort satellite, leaving Duracrud in orbit above the station with a command code inserted into it,
which at the activation of Rar will trigger a self-destructive dive YV-666 into the resort satellite. After establishing this contingency, the melted Twi'lek infiltrated the station easily, using Killik's abilities to hide his presence. Shortly after his arrival, undercover Jacen Solo entered the resort's main chamber, hoping to remove the Confederate
leader. In fact, Gilatter VIII was a trap, and security forces gathered in Solo. Frustrated, Rar was at the leaving point when he detected Organa Solo as well as Luke and Mara Jade Skywalker. With all his targets to arrive in one place, Rar sparked duracrud's final descendants, before preparing to move out of his hiding venue to attack his
advert. [28] For Rar's surprise, Lumiya, who had survived the Roqoo Depot, appeared with him, demanding to find out what he was doing on satellites. Despite their goals wanted to help his apprentice, and Rar wanted Jacen Solo to remain implicated to ensure his relatives arrived to perform his rescue—both of which rescued—both join
the team again and slve into the fry, in a deal that their actions will ensure the presence of Solos and Skywalkers on duels. As expected, all four of Rar's targets arrived. Lumiya got engaged to Luke Skywalker, while Rar appeared confronting Han and Leia Solo. Defensive blaster shots from Han Solo, Twi'lek clashed the blaze with Organa
Solo for the first time since their climate duel at the Battle of Tenupe. Rar had no intention of defeating his opponent with his lights, however, and he fought a holding action against Organa Solo as Duracrud made his approach. Forced to dismantle continuous explosive shots from Han Solo, Rar held Organa Solo at bay. At the last minute,
Solos noticed the arrival of the carrier. Rar did an emergency decompression helmet and escaped, hoping that Duracrud would eliminate all his enemies. Ploy failed and all his opponents escaped intact. [28] Rar escaped from the resort's own satellite aboard an old Conqueror-class attack. [13] Lumiya and her legacy [ editing resources] It
will help us all if you avoid crossing the Jacen Solo route at this time. There's a war, you know ... We have our job, and you have you. We are to have a Balance for what Solo did to us. Leia will still try to bring her precious son back to light, and that means he remains a good bait for our purpose. Let me put it the other way. Get it my way,
and I'll kill you. ―Lumiya and Alema Rar[src] Following the events over Gilatter VII, Rar began tracking Anakin Solo, believing that by working with Jacen Solo against her parents, she was more likely to face her targets. It wasn't long before Twi'lek noticed Lumiya's departure from Star Destroyer, boarding an ancient design exotic ship.
Rar tailed Lumiya to the MZX32905 system and followed Lumiya to the asteroid habitat, where Sith Lady allowed her to land. Once Rar had stopped and responded to Lumiya's speech, Twi'lek began examining an ancient vessel where his allies had been flying. Sith's Meditation Sphere, it is a millennial-aged Sith artifact capable of
telepathic communists with its pilots and has its own Force presence. Rar finds it interesting; Lumiya, however, both did not want to allow Rar's ownership of the Sith ship and was hostile to the idea of Rar intervening in his plans for Jacen Solo. Twi'lek, even in his sole consciousness, recognized Lumiya's threat when he heard it; However,
he tried to equip Lumiya's efforts with him—as one of revenge. [13] Sith Lady lost patience with Rar and warned Twi'lek off at the pain of death. Rar repents when understand the extent of Lumiya's driving and determination and agree not only to hold meetings with Solo for now but also to help Sith Lady in tracking the movements of her
apprenticeships. Rar's allies give him to carry out these purposes and send them to follow Anakin Solo. Before he left, and in response to one of Lumiya's previous comments, Rar attempted to convey the deeper roots of his desire for revenge to his allies–that Leia Organa Solo had exiled him from other Twi spots because he was missing
my curves, from the perishable gorog hive, and from potential sexual partners. He then beavers away at his new mission. [13] The Sith Lady then asks her to continue watching the movements of Mara Jade Skywalker, who has begun hunting lumiya herself. [12] Lumiya, the Dark Woman of the Sith with whom Alema Rar parted ways to
achieve her own goal While Rar carried out Lumiya's order, events moved quickly in the following days. Before long, Jacen Solo bore Cal Omas as The Galactic Alliance's Head of State and rose to the post with Cha Niathal. Ben Skywalker takes on Five World Leaders Dur Gejjen at Solo's direction, and Mara Jade Skywalker raises a
vendetta against her brother's son for his actions. In Hapes Cluster, Solo, Lumiya, and Jade Skywalker, with Ben Skywalker near the back, enter a brief engagement. Solo is due to kill him in Kavan and kill him, while Ben Skywalker forces Lumiya down to the surface of the planet. Both Solo and Lumiya flee the scene, and the Sith Lady
later announces herself as Jade Skywalker's killer. Rar's allies wait for the vengeful Luke Skywalker in Terephon, a nearby world, and it is in Terephon that Skywalker kills Lumiya. When it comes to light that it cannot be Lumiya who kills Jade Skywalker the Jedi Command seeks another spec. [13] Believing that he was a successor to the
Sith Lumiya creation, Rar worked quickly to ensure that the Jedi believed that he was jade skywalker's killer. Twi'lek senses that it has now come home to him to allow Solo to reach the Sith rule of the galaxy. Already in Hapan's room at the time of Jade Skywalker's death, she acquired the Sith Meditation Sfera, which proved capable of
delivering it to her destination, despite the ship's awareness of not believing it. Rar wanders once again to Roqoo Depot. There, he stirs up a confrontation with the transport captain. When the man mocks Rar's dissatisfaction, he imitates all his defects to him and his sons, leaving enough evidence to allow the Jedi to take his mark. Of
course, Rar's voice realized that Jaina Solo, Zekk and Jagged Fel had begun to track him down. From Roqoo Depot Rar travel to Ossus, to get more information about the Sith Meditation Sfera. [12] Menace Sith[edit | edit source] Excellent. You killed Mara Jade Skywalker. Why did you come here? Are you looking for Protection?
Residence? Did you take us for cowardice? Do you think we're seeking refuge while Jacen Solo is out there fighting for The Balance?. If you don't want shelter then why are you coming?. For help. And ―ApaWhite Eyes and Alema Rar[src] With Jaina Solo, Zekk, and Fel still tracking her movements, Rar knew that she had to act swiftly in
Ossus. He left the Meditation Sphere in ravine condition and made his way to the Jedi Academy. Once there, Rar was surprised to discover that Jacen Solo had sent a complement of the Galactic Alliance Guard soldier to get the academy to gain leverage over the Jedi Order. Twi'lek felt that this made his mission to help Solo all the more
important, as in his opinion he was already a mistake. Turning the controller's attention at the Ossus library, Rar downloaded all the data about Sith's Meditation Sphere to his data pad. Most of the limited information has been known to it, but the fact that the ship is a powerful tool for the art of combat meditation, for which one can turn on
the engagement pair, is news to Twi'lek. Rar leaves back through the woods to the vineyard and ordered the Meditation Sphere to bring him back to the Lumiya asteroid stroller in the Kanz sector. [12] The ancient ship initially refused to allow Rar's access to his former master's home, but he wore his determination with specific arguments.
Eventually, Rar promised that by helping Solo, he would add strength to Sith's bid to dominate the galaxy. The ship repented and took it to the MZX32905 system. Along the way, and during the landing at Home, the Meditation Sphere tried to break Twi's lek by turning its bulk head transparent and making a sudden, rapid descendant
towards lumiya's former residence. Once inside the hangar, Rar had to deal quickly with the baradium bomb traps left by Lumiya, as well as various other fraternities that brought the route to Sith's personal sanctum. When he silent or dodge every trap, Dark Jedi grows increasingly confident that Lumiya has looked after some kind of
advanced Sith technology, such as the superweapon, whose rar believes she can help Solo. [12] An extended search of Lumiya's home failed to turn on any Sith artefacts, and eventually Rar was left with just one last room, the door he blasted open with a concussion grenade. Inside are food and spare parts of storage pantry. Lek Twi
flew into anger and began destroying the contents of a small room with its lights but soon located the datachip hidden in one of Lumiya's cyber arms. Once he didn't manage to find more, Rar put a chip into the data pad and watched as a message of a veiled figure—the other Sith Lumiya had spoken a few weeks earlier—delivering a
message that was recorded to Sith Lady. The cloned man gave instructions that a string of navigation was attached to a datachip that could be Lumiya to hide this new Sith Command. The heart that the Sith themselves, not their artifacts, would help Solo, Rar directed the Meditation Sfera to follow the coordinates. Coordinates. arrival in
Korriban, homeworld of lovers of the Sith species, Rar was disappointed. He has long known the world, a journey he has made very difficult following Luke Skywalker's attempts to erase him from the navigation banks of the Jedi Order. A obsolete space and a village that equally runs out consists of the only population centre on the planet.
Rar decided to try his fate anyway and interrogated the motley ground crew for Sith's location. Doubtful that they are available in the Dark Lords Valley, or even in the world altogether, Rar nevertheless set off on a swoop he fits from one of the workers and sets off across the remnants. [12] When Twi'lek reached the set of buildings he had
been told comprised of Sith's headquarters, he presented himself at the gate, with nothing but one of his poison darts to defend himself. The collected Togorian soon appeared and dragged Rar in the yard, promising his death for having found Sith and demanding how he had come when they were hiding. Lek Twi bought himself some
time by referring to the datachip, but as Togorian began smashing the air out of his lungs, he had to stab him in the leg with his darts. A woman voiced and ended the fight, and Rar was surprised to find more than thirty veiled figures watching from a yard balcony. Another unknown figure spoke to him from one of the balconies and fits the
power when Rar presents him. To stop Sith from killing him where he stood, Rar claimed to have been Lumiya's apprentice and, to gain their respects and prolong their attention, identified himself as the killer of Mara Jade Skywalker. [12] With his audience now willing to listen, Rar set his reasons for coming to Korriban—he asked for help
and guidance in his quest to help Jacen Solo. To his surprise, he was soon informed that Sith before he was not responsible for Jacen Solo; The fallen Jedi is the only Lumiya and Vergere project, which was formerly approached by Sith in the first year of the Yuuzhan Vong War. More surprisingly Rar is that the key figure in the Sith
delegation sent to meet Lumiya is none other than Lomi Plo. The revelation that the former Gorog nest queen has become Lord Sith led to a string of further questions, which in turn led to Rar trying to explain Remainers. Twi'lek force's unique view is not well received—Morto, Togorian, has been instructed to kill Rar. [12] Alema Rar repels
her death by reminding Sith that the Jedi Skywalker will doubt her to Korriban and if it is her last resting place, her death at the hands of Sith will be found. Relenting, Sith allow to stay the night. In fact, Twi'lek remains in Korriban for night, while the Sith directed him in the use of meditation spherical and provided gifts for Jacen Solo. The
prize in question is darth vectivus holocron, which is described as futile by the Sith and intended as an insult to Solo's status. Rar then travels to Kashyk, where the Fifth Galactic Alliance Fleet, under Solo's direction, has bombed the planet in a rama attack in response to the fact that the Wookiees took refuge in the Jedi Command, now
fugitives from the Solo government. [12] Both the Second and Corellian fleets, together with the Jedi wing, Hapan's army, and the Wookiee defence fleet, had surrounded Solo's fleet and were in the process of destroying it when Rar arrived. The awareness of Sfera Meditation declared rar hesitant that it could affect one of the fleets that
attacked Solo to allow it to escape. To Solo—now Darth Caedus, a Sith God—Rar encourages a sense of hope and promises of victory and salvation, as well as his customary sexual outrage. With the power of the Sith Meditation Sphera strengthening its strength in the Army, Rar mbled Caedus to mara towards his Second Fleet. As the
date of the Fifth Fleet made for both, Rar and the Sith Meditation Sfera suggest an erratic and syak wasangka to both commanders. Both fleets broke formation and advanced over Caedus, who slipped off them and fled into hyperang. [12] Alema Rar then returned home with the Sith Meditation Sfera, where when she made an asteroid
habitat into her base of operations. Unknown to Twi'lek, Holocron of Darth Vectivus, who he never had the opportunity to pass on to Caedus, was a search device, and his location was soon known to the new Sith command. In fact, Rar has targeted the new Sith Commandment for destruction, following his right to Tray with the deaths of
Solos and Skywalkers, who remain as his primary objective. Lek Twi made his home in the late Lumiya tribe and read the Sith Lady's extensive notes on the Sith arked technique—the creation of phantoms. Sith art will allow Rar to cover up his mutilations and defects for a time, as he pursues his awareness of the galaxy in pursuit of his
enemies. This technique requires the presence of phantom users to anchor them to the top or to fully control. It was the discovery of such power that Rar believed that he had become a real person. [2] Rar's first attack on its enemies, using that technique, was the delivery of its own doppelgänger, in a younger, odorless form, to Kashyyk,
where the Millennium Falcon attempted to combat forest fires caused by the orbital bombardment of Darth Caedus. Doppelgänger Rar appears in the ship's cockpit YT-1300 light and threatens Han Solo, surprise The Corellians when he uses to wrap the blaster from his hands. As Solo threw the carrier into a series of emergency
maneuvers, the Rar doppelgänger was largely undeterred, as twi lek phantoms were not subject to the same physics laws. He then ordered the phantom to attack the hyperdrive light carrier but had to battle both the fast-paced gravity as well as the lights of Leia Organa Solo. Once the two have been involved in the battle, Rar was unable
to retain the phantom for long enough or direct his movements with sufficient control. Exhausted and vulnerable, Twi'lek withdrew illusions and slept for days in the Lumiya quartet. [2] A few days later, Rar used the asteroid's dark side powers to boost his own and find Solos across the galaxy. Lek Twi discovered the presence of his enemy
aboard the Solo Crows and used a technique to anchor his phantom presence to a young girl also boarding a ship—in fact Allana, Hapan Chume'da. Rar set after Han Solo and brought his phantom to the Yacht's Love Commander, whom Solo, his wife, Jagged Fel, and Zekk were used to board Anakin Solo. Dark Jedi Twi'lek revealed
himself to Fel and Zekk but was immediately engaged to Organa Solo. Rar's opponents soon proved themselves not wanting to harm the phantom, as they were aware following Rar's projections at Kashyk that everything wasn't as visible. As Rar came to understand that his phantoms were no longer reliable and that his attack was
pointless, the Dark Jedi was disappointed and angry attracted the attention of doppelgänger. [2] Aggression and death[edit source] We are just underage and timeless now, as we always deserve to be. ―Alema Rar[src] Jagged Fel, Former comrade Alema Rar, who trails Twi lek to Home along with Zekk and Jaina Solo, and ends Now is
marked to capture or perform by both the Rar Alema Task Force and the new Sith Order, which both wish to destroy the House itself, rar base in the MZX32905 system has been invaded a few days later by the two days Twi'lek was informed of the presence of his enemies by fine tremors in the Force, and he travelled to the dome of
habitat observation to provide his defense. Convinced by his ability to eliminate his opponent, Alema Rar however was unaware of the true nature or agenda of The Sith invaders, who throughout the engagement planted high-performance explosives over House. Moving quickly to the hangar, Rar left several bombs in the vicinity, to trap
and kill three pilots—Jaina Solo, Zekk, and Jagged Fel—upon their arrival. Retreating to the depths of the asteroid, only accessible via Mine trolleys, Rar then uses his Force senses, inforced by the dark side powers of the habitat, to find the Millennium Falcon and three members of the Alema Rar Task Force moving through asteroids.
Twi'lek pulled his inside on the dark side and created a flock of Force Phantoms in the form of a parasitic mynock to accommodate his enemies. He attrimated the phantoms to his opponents, who asked intruders to harm themselves if they wanted to harm mynocks. [2] Rar's traps and phantoms, however, proved largely unsuccessful in
slowing his opponents. Han Solo, at the Millennium Falcon, was able to dodge the mynock phantom linked to his vitality, and although Jagged Fel was separated from fellow hunters by wing creatures, Rar's opponents kept coming. Twi'lek sent the Sith Meditation Sphere against his enemies, which he felt able to incapable of Zekk soon
after. As Rar focused on Jaina Solo, accusing Jedi Knight of phantoms, her former colleague only delivered Rar with the last ultimatum of submission or death, which Twi'lek refused. When he realized that the Sith Meditation Sphere had departed an asteroid following his confrontation with Zekk, however, Rar despair left the use of force
phantoms and unsuccessfully tried to recall the ancient vessel. [2] To escape the worsening situation, Rar decided to steal either the Millennium Falcon or one of the star fighters Solo, Zekk and Fel had flown in. He rose an asteroid in a mine trolley, exhausted and cultivated himself in the Force. However, before long, Twi'lek had to involve
Jaina Solo, who ambushed her in the tunnel and demanded her surrender again. As Rar tried to evade his former friend, explosives grown by Sith began to explode, releasing the mine's ice air. Unaware of who destroyed the asteroid, Rar sweated Solo out of his way with executions in the Armed Forces and continued to rise, only to
contend with Jagged Fel. Below, Solo escaped, while Fel, using a jetpack built for the modified shield he was wearing, chased the Twi'lek mine shame up. Fleeing explosives exploding by Fel, Rar used Force to beat Fel with a splash of mine rail until he crashed into a short distance wall from him. [2] Having rejected Solo's previous
submission offer, Rar had been informed by Fel that his life would soon end and thus the last trail of Gorog's nest. Despite his anger and the crumbling mine track disruption, Rar was however able to use Force to pluck the Fel blaster from his own hands. Triumphant, Rar delivered a brief speech to Fel about his mistake, as he advanced
his lights towards him telekinetically. Just as Twi's lek felt Fel blagged human expectations of exploding in his hands, blowing his good arm under the elbow and leaving him survive and in shock. Fel crossed the distance between them and took Twi'lek's neck at one of the Mandalorian crushes he was wearing. Realizing that he would
eventually die, Rar looked to Fel for clemency. He his fellow-in-arm denied Rar's unrecrupted appeal, and Twi'lek became scared-not for his life, but not for his self-memory that he would leave behind. Having been a dancer, Jedi warrior, friends to the people he fought together, and admired by his colleagues, Rar feared that it wasn't the
young people himself would remember but instead the Dark Jedi he had become. In his final moments, Rar used the Force to speak directly into Fel's mind, urging him to recall the person he had before he switched to the dark side. He vowed to honor Twi'lek's last wishes, allowing Rar to release his fears and return to light. As Fel's grip
bolted, the vertebrae in the neck of Alema Rar was shattered and she died. [2] Legacy[edit | edit source] Remember. Remember we were like before, before the universe turned against us. Young, beautiful, strong, bold, admired, loved, caring... The final words of ―Alema Rar, delivered through Force to Jagged Fel[src] Twi's lek body was
destroyed along with Home, as high-yield explosives planted by Sith and their acolytes continued to explode Fel, Zekk, and Solo all managed to escape, as Sith Organa and her husband did. Alema Rar's efforts to bring Balance to the galaxy ended with her death. [2] Darth Caedus' tenure as Dark Lord of Sith, despite being guaranteed by
Rar at the Battle of Kashyyk, ended shortly after Twi'lek's own departure. Jaina Solo, using her experiences during the Hunt of Rar, ended her brother's life, and the war himself, when he killed Caedus during the Battle of Shedu Maad. [9] However, it was later revealed to the Jedi that Alema Rar was not actually the killer of Jade
Skywalker's advancing—the involvement of Darth Caedus was discovered by Ben Skywalker. [29] Luke Skywalker, as The Great Master of the Jedi Order, felt that Alema Rar's craze had prevented any chances of her recovery and recovery; he believes that while Twi'lek's death is regrettable, it has become a necessary act. Darth
Vectivus' phantom technique has disappeared along with Lord Sith's House and Holocron. [2] Rar also took the secret of the new Sith Order to the grave, and his existence was never revealed to the Jedi Order of Luke Skywalker, not until nearly a century later, when One Sith defeated and nearly evicted the Jedi. [30] Personality and
attributes [edit resources] We are lonely, and we cannot touch the world properly anymore. ―Alema Rar[src] Sister Alema Numa Rar, whose death started Twi'lek on her long road to darkness. Alema Rar's turn to the dark side of the Force and crazy occurred in a galaxy espoused by three major galaxy conflicts and in an era in which
death suffering is common. [8] [22] Twi'lek is no stranger to distress and struggle; However, Rar's personal experience of war affected him in and troublesuity ways. [1] [17] A troubled and bitter childhood rar, although somewhat decorated by love for dance,[13] left Rar with a careful attachment to his sister and Mentor Jedi. [11] The galaxy
struggle in which Rar involved himself being placed additional pressure on Twi'lek and gradually the quality of courage and courage gave way to grudges, anger and emotional instability. [11] By 27 ABY, a selfish stream and narsism had appeared in Rar's character. Twi'lek also practices worldviews where pragmatic action is held
prejudice. [1] The death of those he liked caused fractions in Rar's emotional state, which was easily exploited by Sith Master Lomi Plo. Plo acts as a enabler for Rar's anger and sadness, allowing them to be a guide to the personality of Twi lek. [8] Despite the fact that he remained in a thrall for grudges for the rest of his life, however, Rar
proved at the moment of his death that he had not fully forgotten the individual ever in front of Yuuzhan Vong came to the galaxy. [2] Rar's childhood and bondage in Ryloth resulted in much reliance on the presence of his sister. [11] The two former slaves were very close and fought alongside each other in the opening years of the
Yuuzhan Vong War. [1] [11] When Rar's teacher, Daeshara'cor, was attacked and killed over Ithor, Alema's anger was held at bay by Numa's presence. [11] Having forfeited both Daeshara'cor and Numa, Alema Rar became isolated. [1] He lost another he ousted the feelings—the young Jedi Anakin Solo—in a Mission to Myrkr and later
formed a closer friendship with Jaina Solo because of their emotions shared with grief and anger. [1] Jedi Masters Rar acknowledged that the emotional instability of the former slave was exacerpted by his personal isolation and encouraged Twi to join his friend in Kashyyyk in their Daya melt. [6] During the Dark Nest Crisis, Rar finally
filled the void left by his sister's death in the presence of a Gorog nest. [5] [13] [25] He enjoyed a sensation welcomed into collective consciousness, although it came with his mental autonomous costs,[8] and recorded Killiks' death that nurses returned to health following tenupe battles with great sadness. [3] Although Rar wanted to
preserve Killik's life and protect The Gorog's nest, Twi'lek was willing, however, to use the life of the insect to his advantage. [8] Following the conclusion of the Swarm War, once Rar was ridiculed from the collective for further isolation, he became obsessed with preserving the existence of the Gorog nest, referring to himself with the plural



pronouns of people and acts as his last carer. [2] The loss of the sense of connection and being part of the entire collective has been bitterly allowed by he came to enjoy working alongside others and was particularly fascinated by the Sith Meditation Sphere sent. [9] [13] Despite this rare relationship, Rar was used to loneliness in his life.
[28] With nostalgia and regrets, Twi'lek remembers himself as errant before his turn to the dark side of the Force. [2] Deprived of the people he took care of, Rar became bitter and angry, properties that became increasingly empressed as his life wore on. [1] [3] [8] [13] Daeshara'cor's death had a profound impact on Rar, as did his sister
Numa, whose death Rar found very painful. [11] Rar also suffered as he learned about the deaths of millions in New Plympto and Nebula Chaser; Unable to address the grief and the notion that he may have in some ways in charge, Rar chose to blame Yuuzhan Vong, focusing his efforts on defeating the intruder rather than directly
preserving lives. [1] Grief and anger came to dominate Rar's life and he could not come to terms with the deaths of his loved ones, despite nearly a decade following their deaths. [8] Rar's events saw during the war shifted his personality to an advantage of austerity. Despite worrying about the use of The Jaina Solo Force flash during the
Mission to Myrkr, Rar was very impressed by Lomi Plo's Deadly Force web technique on Baanu Rass and enjoyed murder where he took part later during the mission,[1] as well as during the Borleian campaign. [18] Twi'lek became a violent fighter. [7] Once he fell under the influence of Gorog's nest, Rar's excitement of killing and
destruction in combat was enlarged. [8] The lives of those he fought together became meaningless to Rar. [25] His anger and perseverance fostered a desire to teach lessons to his opponents and eventually led him to target individuals who had caused his offences to be slightly or who were completely innocent. [8] Vengeance motivated
Rar to survive and, driven by the personal philosophy of self-construction Twi'lek, became the focus of its existence. [3] Despite showcasing characteristics traditionally associated with the dark side of the Armed Forces for the most part of his life, the courage and courage of the Rar remained ongoing, although they gradually shifted from
being aspects of his personality that could be used in service to others, for properties that could help him in his personal quest for revenge. [1] [6] [6] [22] [22] Sly and dedicated, Alema Rar was able to survive various engagements with her enemies, although not always intact. [1] [8] Just like Rar to serve on the front lines of the Yuuzhan
Vong War against most likely or join a second strike team to track the Skywalkers, despite the Mission fishing experience to Myrkr, so also he is ready to attack many opponents who have far greater skills in the Force and significantly experience from himself. [6] [8] Alema Rar retained some of the honorable levels of approach to combat,
such as when she executed the maximized Jedi Master Tresina Lobby. [3] He is independent, fixed and highly driven. [2] [3] [13] Rar was assisted in his desire to singlehandedly launch a war by speed and sense of worthy; he sees himself as an expert fighter and a killer surveillance scholar, often practicing undue air to those he interacts
with. [13] He was exposed to recklessing because of this sense of value, and more; Twi'lek would then come to taste, when learning darth Vectivus techniques, that he was a Divine. [2] Rar fears death—the prospect is one of the few things that can pull Twi'lek out of his crazy. [2] When faced with his own end, he asked that Jagged Fel
remember the courage and strength he had passed during his previous life. [2] Twi'lek's prestigiousness is supported by a shiny and cynical view of life. His colleague Jedi took rar sarcasm after the Mission to Myrkr and it was Twi'lek who doubted the role of Zonama Sekot in the Yuuzhan Vong War. [17] [22] He can often act in vain, sulky
and childhood, which came into force with his fertility and hardness during the Yuuzhan Vong War. [1] [7] [13] Practiced in fraudulent art, Rar was a secret individual who was then considered untrustworthy by many people. While Twi'lek was helped by Force in many things, he had a way with words and was able to go home in doubt and
fear his opponent to put them off guard. [3] [9] Rar is also a woman who realizes that men of many species find her sexually assaulted. [1] In addition, Twi'lek enjoyed attention and excitement, which produced a promising and coquettish stream in his personality. [1] [13] Despite his feelings for young son Solo, in the opinion of Luke
Skywalker, based on love rather than that pursuit of simple pleasure,[6] Rar displayed certainty and confidence in his advances on men, who range from Jacen Solo to a more senior—and married lando Calrissian. [8] He once proved ready to engage in sexual activity with Rodian and played with the silenced Raynar Thul. [5] [8] Twi'lek
can be both seductive and comfortable,[1][18] as well as raw and libidinous,[5] and dressing in a way that is alluring to impress men, by wearing revealing clothing—and forging complete use of clothing at some point—even when doing repair work or once physical injuries have left her body and dissatisfied. [3] [8] Twi'lek woman
appreciated her physical beauty very much; even once his torso and limbs are scarred and damaged he takes great pain to preserve his face. [9] Indeed, the injuries sustained Rar at the hands of Leia Organa Solo, Solo, Twi'lek felt entitled the opportunity to be intimate with others, was a major motivation for his revenge campaign. [13]
Jedi Knight who fell into destiny by her wounds, punished those who mocked her dissatisfaction and wanted to incur similar injuries to others. [3] He became angry when he was silent again, as in Errant Venture in Fel's hands. [28] Rar revealed himself in unsigned physical form using the phantom power of the Vectivus arcade and, at the
time of his death, wanted to be remembered because he had while he had the physical beauty he had been so proud of. [2] Crazy Alema Rar intercepted, subdued or enlarged certain aspects of her personality, lending twi'lek that melted conflicting advantages and some idiosyncrasies. [2] [9] [13] [28] For the force sensitive that could see
Rar's mind, it seemed fractured and broken. The Dark Lady of the Sith Lumiya felt that by 40 ABY Rar had become vulnerable to the delusions of grandeur and that the personality medications of Twi'lek's nest had sulked unnaturally with her personality. [13] The use of balance as a trust system, as well as the certainty that the Balance is
actually a substitute for the Force, is typical of the damaged Rar's soul. [3] [13] Twi'lek maintained a notion that he was still a Jedi in service to greater power. [3] At the time of his death, Rar proved that he had not really forgotten the individual he had before his downfall. He was able to leave his crazy in the brief moments before his death
and appealed to Jagged Fel to remember the quality of his younger self. [2] Physical appearance [edit | edit source] He took everything from us. We are alone. He made us alone. Who does? Leia Solo. He takes our cue, and so we can't communicate completely with others. He caused the destruction of our nests as well. And she takes
what attracts others to us, our beauty. ―Alema Rar disqualates Lumiya[src] a woman who lilender and fits Twi'lek, Alema Rar retains a lithe figure throughout her life. His time as a dancer and subsequent Jedi training allowed him to maintain his physical well-being. [8] As Rutian Twi'lek, Rar had deep blue skin. [1] Although his almond-
shaped eyes were dark green,[5] they varied according to Rar's mood, appearing pale in times[1] and darker in others, especially when Twi'lek grew angry. [5] Once Rar has become submerged on the dark side of the Force, his eye sclera takes a yellowish tinge,[22] as is customary for those who remain under his influence for a long
period of time. [29] As a Killik Connector, Rar also took physical features of insects; he rarely flickered and saw the pieces when he walked. [5] From his first duel with Jedi Master Luke Skywalker during the Battle of Kr, Kr, The emergence of Rar beauty and sensitivity begins to fade. Lord Jedi used his skills with lights to push Rar's blade
aside and bring down to his left shoulder, circling deep into the pocket and turning Twi's left arm useless; [8] it gradually became torn and atrophied. [3] Sometimes, Twi'lek uses the Force to manipulate the inevitable arm; [3] However, it caused problems for Rar in terms of combat and coincility. [2] This was not the end of Rar's mutilation.
During his duel with Leia Organa Solo aboard Admiral Ackbar, Twi'lek lost his right clezz to a blaster bolt. [5] The brain's tail, which holds many Twi'lek nervous systems, is important in communication among Rar species,[13] and loses half of the lek-knife of Organa Solo severely above the shoulder[3]—the cost of Twi's dear lek in terms of
his social interactions,[13] despite the fact that he still experiences feelings in the deciding stumps. [3] In Tenupe, Rar also suffered while fighting Organa Solo in forest planet trees; The fallen jedi didn't retreat fast enough from one of his opponent's strikes and lost half a leg to a lightsaber blade. [25] This gave Twi'lek a protracted limp. [3]
Twi'lek's worst mutilation came when he was bitten almost halfway by a Tenupian spider. The creature first took Rar's sword arm into his mouth and slightly down, fractured limbs, but Rutian suffered no long-term damage to his right arm. It then feeds the struggling Dark Jedi into his mouth; Lek Twi was able to slip the spidersloth throat,
but not after it was bitten, fractured six of her ribs and left deep wounds behind and her stomach, which healed as a thick, bright white scar. His body took a sidelined twist. [3] Rar's defect made him easily detectable once his holocam imagery was obtained. [28] As one of the few unaffected areas of his body, Rar's face, with his thin,
straight nose and high cheekbones,[5] remained his last gift. A comfortable smile and suggesting looks Rutian once spoiled, however, became a cold expression despite his best efforts, because of the severe psychological and physiological trauma the Fall of Jedi has suffered. [9] [13] [28] The remains of Rar were damaged again during
the Second Galaxy Civil War; during his time fleeing Errant Venture, Jagged Fel broke his left clams with a blaster shot. [28] Shortly before his death, Rar also lost his work arm to explosives in a specially built blaster of Jagged Fel. Severe limbs under the elbow by blast; However, at this point, any further mutilation moot, because Rar
passed away seconds later. [2] Our power and ability[to edit sources] Our expertise is surveillance and murder. We're not a amatur. ―Alema Rar[src] Alema Rar is a gifted Jedi, proficient in its use Forces. [8] He used telekinesis regularly, using Force to throw his enemies in duels lightsaber,[5] shaking them from him,[8][28] remembering
his weapons,[8] suitably for others,[2][3][28] or removed his lights [2] [5] He later used the technique. [3] [9] Twi'lek also has an acute sense of danger, a common ability to the Jedi but that allows him to live many attempts in his life, such as in Woteba and Kr,[8] and avoid potential threats when remaining hidden. [9] Capabilities were
heavily enhanced by the Force nexus present at Home. [2] It cannot often prevent Rar from harmful, however; Han Solo and his wife were able to lead Twi'lek into a hurried trap created in Woteba[8] and Jagged Fel worshipped his expectations from him as he held a tailored blaster, moments before his death. [2] During the Wartime of
Yuuzhan Vong, Rar also learned to close his presence in the Armed Forces, although this failed to silence the voxyn aboard the Nebula Chaser. [1] Twi'lek was able to join Force Meld during the Mission to Myrkr without difficulty but was later exposed to allow his emotions to spill over into the perception of his colleagues by accident; Rar's
fear, grief and anger are often easily seen by those he fought together. [8] Along with most Jedi, Rar has the ability to emerge from unconscious conditions faster than normal; However, Twi'lek following the Yuuzhan Vong War[1] evicted the extraordinary recovery time, with the result of stunt blasts, concussions, and electric shocks only
having an escape effect. [5] [9] He can also use Force to jump and jump long distances and often empower his physical actions, such as punching or kicking, with Force. Another technique Twi'lek later developed was the ability to bring his voice with Force, making his words the whistle so calm that to his enemies they seemed to be an
afterthought. [3] Following his fall to the dark side, Alema Rar began to use abilities that had not been concluded by the teachings of the Jedi Command. [5] Twi'lek was precisely with the Force lightning, being able to herald the electric bolt on his enemies and invalid or kill them - he used force flashes to drop jedi Master Tresina Lobby and
try to kill admiral Nek Bwua'tu and Mara Jade Skywalker in this way. [5] Rar uses other abilities such as crushed Force to transmit or injure his enemies. [9] He learned to use Force to deepen the shadows, darkening the environment in which he tried hideously, often a huge impact, allowing him to avoid visual detection by Luke Skywalker
in Errant Venture. [5] Another technique favored by Rar is a Jedi mind trick, in which he will do the presence of his Force and their sway fits well with its design. [9] Rar learned a stronger version of the mind trick when he was a member of gorog's nest; he was able to victimize doubts his targets and create or distort the truth with great
effect, poke logic and convince himself what he says is the truth. Coupled with Force's strong use to support this lie, Rar can convince others that he speaks of reason, with his duplicity undetectable. The Twi'lek influenced Luke Skywalker and Raynar Thul with this technique during his time with Killiks[5] and later under the Sith Meditation
Sphere, a powerful and yellow artifact, to his purpose ultimately, however, his hold on the sentient vessel proved too weak. [9] With the same technique, Rar encouraged Jacen Solo to extinguish the fire to his parents during the Battle of Hapes, twisting the facts until he believed they posed a threat to him. [3] Likewise, he was able to
claim himself to be the killer of Mara Jade Skywalker to a group of thirty Siths without being revealed as a liar. [9] However, Rar almost succeeded with his own mind trick, during his duel with Leia Organa Solo in Tenupe. [25] To help his stolen passage through the areas under surveillance, Rar would also use the Force flash technique,
creating static disturbances for brief moments in visual recording devices as he passed. [28] Darth Vectivus Armed Forces arcade technique was adopted by Alema Rar during the Second Galaxy Civil War. Rar acquires another arcade and unique abilities during his lifetime. From Lomi Plo, she learned to develop the presence of the
elusive Force, which allowed her to slip away from their memories of those she met moments after takeoff. [28] This could affect strong-minded individuals such as Lando Calrissian[28] as well as the entire sentient parent group, such as the Unu nest, although on the last occasion the power of Rar was enlarged by the Gorog nest. [5] The
Jedi was able to resist that power, however. Twi'lek is able to determine who maintains their memory and who doesn't, because it's not an automatic occurrence. [28] He subsequently developed the ability to worship himself fully in the Force[3][5] but gave his presence occasionally through disarcounts or through vacancies in Forcing the
techniques produced. [5] By far the most esoteric of Rar's ability to learn is the phantom force technique Darth Vectivus. Lek Twi studied Lumiya's notes on the technique and threw her first phantom shortly after the Battle of Kashyyyk. To do so, he had to draw well the dark side powers located at Home. Although this first attempt left Rar
exhausted for days, he was building stamina with practice, and shortly before his death The Dark Jedi had triggered many phantoms at the same time, fighting different opponents in separate locations. Capability Rar to ride his physical form and wander the galaxy, before descending on the sentient to be and using their life power to
suggest the phantoms themselves, which are under his direct control. At one point, Rar explores the energy of Allana, the daughter of Jacen Solo and Tenel Ka Djo, while the young girl is sleeping in Anakin Solo Star Destroyer, despite the girl's strong power potential. [2] In accordance with the power of the Sith Meditation Sfera, Rar can
become proficient in the art of combat meditation. [9] Alema Rar's skill in lightsaber battles has been bewighed by the grace and thaw of the movements she learned as a dancer. [1] He involved the hero Yuuzhan Vong in wartime battles,[1][18] whose still-alive Mission to Myrkr was not lost. [1] Against other opponents such as Noghri, Rar
met with less glory. [8] Despite his knowledge of lightsaber techniques, such as the bodyguards he had to accept wear against more adept opponents, Twi'lek was not commensurate with Luke Skywalker when they fought at Kr and suffered for him. In crazy circumstances, Rar is an insept fighter against adept fighters and often leaves
himself open to attack. [8] Opposing Jedi exercises such as Leia Organa Solo, Rar is much better. [5] Against Jedi Masters such as Tresina Lobi, Rar had a difficult battle on his hands and was injured while fighting alongside Lumiya. However, Rar can wait for the opening before eliminating the Jedi Master, using Dun Möch after his
lightsaber technique to undermine his opponent's confidence. When Rar fights another Jedi Master, Mara Jade Skywalker, at Roqoo Depot, she can surprise the woman with her finesse. [3] Twi'lek can hold defense techniques for long lengths, to hold his opponents in place or suspend their departure, and while doing so, can clear bolt
blasters from advanced shooters like Han Solo with a little difficulty. [28] Rar is also adept at the fourth form of lightsaber battles. [2] He often combines hand combat in his battles, kicking his opponents or even using sharp Twi'lek talons as weapons. [3] During duels, Rar was able to use the force's speed, increasing the speed of his
actions. [2] In addition to his great ability in the Force, Alema Rar also has many other talents. During the Mission to Myrkr, he proved himself adept with blasters and hand bombs. Twi'lek is a capable shooter, using longblaster to eliminate opponents with headshots. [1] He had knowledge of the break-in, used them himself to enter the
Lumiya quarter,[9] and was able to turn his back on highly successful explosives, having knowledge of both imperial and Galactic Alliance detonators. [3] [9] about the trap of encouraging other Jedi to put him at the point several times during the Mission to Myrkr,[1] and while infiltrating entry to Lumiya Lumiya he was able to detect and
dispose of a lot of snacks and traps. [9] When he defended the House against the intruder, Rar also set up several of his own traps to remove some of his opponents. [2] Rar was also a skilled gunner, proving himself at the Millennium Falcon during an engagement in Borleias. [18] He was a skilled user from a shotgun, although some of
his important shots missed their targets. [28] During his time as leader of the New Plympto resistance, Rar also used his skills subterfuge and was proficient in interrogation techniques, as proven when he saw through duman Yaght's objectives during a torture session aboard Exquisite Death, as well as on tactics and guerrilla strategies.
[1] Rar was an expert on disguise, and could act when necessities arose, deceiving Yuuzhan Vong and others on several occasions during the war. [18] He could set hyperdrive[28] and was able to guide various spacecraft, including ancient Sith craft,[9] Sekotan star,[22] and Yuuzhan Vong frigates,[17] along with star fighters and other
vehicles such as skiffs[8] and swoops [9] Twi'lek was a skilled pilot, fighting in elite units like Twins Squadron and reigning squadrons [7] [22] Rar's knowledge of stars and mechanics helped him in fine acts of sabotage, such as the damage he suffered over the Millennium Falcon when he attacked Solos on 35 ABY[8] and over Jade
Shadow at Roqoo Depot five years later. [3] His time spent time in Ryloth's caves while his youth gave him a strong sense of direction, which he used during the Mission to Myrkr when he led the team through a voxyn warning. [1] His own strongest talent, however, following his turn to the dark side, laying towards surveillance and bearing.
[13] In unison with broad Force abilities, and the time spent with Lomi Plo and Killiks, these talents made Rar a dangerous foam to his enemies. [28] Equipment[edit | edit source] It hurts me to say this, Alema. But you are no longer fit to carry the lights. This means nothing! We're just going to build another one. I know. And I'll take that one
away too. ―Luke Skywalker and Alema Rar, during their confrontation in Woteba[src] As Knight of the New Jedi Order, a pilot, Dark Jedi and a murderer, Rar owned several lights and other weapons over his thirty years of life. Twi'lek's first light, self-built,[11] was powered by scene crystals, and removed the silver blade. While fleeing
Yuuzhan Vong aboard the Nebula Chaser, both Alema Rar and her sister were forced to abandon Jedi's signature weapon. Lights are thrown into disintegration prostitution, and siblings stored only their crystals, attached to their navels as ornamental jewelry. [1] At that time The mission to Myrkr, Rar had another silver veiled light, which
saw him through the war period and beyond. [18] In 35 ABY, however, when Rar fell to the dark side, he used the blade against Solos when trying to patrol them. The silver knife lights were then taken from him by Luke Skywalker during their duel in the month of Kr. Skywalker then used a weapon as he fought Welk, but Lomi Plo used his
abilities to power down the weapon, making it pointless. [8] Rar soon built another Jedi signature weapon, again powered by scene crystals. When he faced Luke Skywalker and Han Solo in a Saras hangar in Woteba, the Jedi Master fit his knife a second time. Following their negotiations, Rar demanded the return of his lights and was
angry when Skywalker removed the crystal and smashed it with Force, before returning the hilt to Twi'lek. [5] When Rar built the next lamp, he left a silver-coloured blade that was shruged together and created a weapon that removed the deep blue blade, which almost appeared black. It was with these weapons that Rar battled Leia
Organa Solo aboard the Admiral Ackbar and again at Tenupe at the conclusion of the war. When Rar is eaten by a spider, his sword's arm is taken at first. [5] Rar was able to use the blade to slip the throat of the creature and maintain the weapon until he duels in Roqoo Depot against Mara Jade Skywalker, using it to decay Tresina Lobby
at Fellowship Plaza. When Twi'lek was knocked unconscious by Jade Skywalker outside the Roqoo Depot canteen, she again had a weapon taken from her. [3] For the last time, Rar rebuilt the new lights, again with a dark blue blade, which he surrounded his opponents at Gilatter VIII[28] and at Home. Rar's last lights were not recovered
by members of the Alema Rar Task Force and were therefore destroyed along with the remains of Twi'lek when the asteroid's habitat was observed. [2] Jedi's other signature weapons that fell, following his two years in the Tenupian jungle, were blow-up guns and his poison darts. [3] Rar acquired plenty of toxins from his time in Tenupe,
especially a small number of Tenupian meat-eating bacteria, which he gave to Togorian Morto as a salve for poison caused by the poison he had inflicted on his legs. [9] He used a powerful poison to remove his enemy, a dart containing enough to remove the World Brain on Coruscant and assumed by him to be fatal to a very strong Jedi
like Jacen Solo. The poison quickly eliminates any unfortunate enough tightness to be hit by a dart. [28] Along with his lightsack, Rar lost his blow Jade Skywalker at Roqoo Depot,[3] but soon acquires another, which she surrounds the Jedi who attack her at Errant Venture. Darts are not strong enough to penetrate shields, shields, The
use of Alema Rar's poison was well known to his opponent, and thus Jacen Solo wiped out his makcik with poison darts onto Kavan, noticing that the investigation would point towards Twi'lek's penyangak. [13] Aside from the Sith Meditation Sfera not really inherited by Lumiya,[9] Rar is not known to have a private ship, although she
starred in X-wings in the Yuuzhan Vong War[6][7][21][22] and StealthX in Dark Nest Crisis[8] and Swarm War. [25] The preferred Lek Twi wears a tight jumpsuit as his customary attire, although it follows him, usually under the cloak of a hooded wanderer he uses when trying to remain inkognito. [28] While he was with Killiks, Rar used a
tightly installed chitin shield to protect him during combat. [5] He was also equipped with other weapons such as contingency hand bombs and was brought along with his equipment for use in infiltration and review, such as his data pad. Following his exile from the Jedi Commandment and his stint in the Tenupian jungle, Lek Twi had no
access to funds, nor did he maintain credit, choosing to leave a large amount of cash when he met them at Lumiya's resignation while searching for the Sith. [9] Behind the veil[edit source] She took me instantly to heat up her body, but there was something very brave and quixotic about her. Just about every major character whose enemy
is much stronger and more experienced than he is–he won't last five moments in a fair lightsaber duel with some of them. But despite the possibilities structured against him, he continued to pursue his goals. What he could have been he didn't mangled and gone mad ... ―Aaron Allston, on writing the role of Alema Rar in Exile[src] Star
Wars author Troy Denning, who created the character Alema Rar. Alema Rar was introduced in Troy Denning's The New Jedi Order: Star by Star, where she eventually fell into the dark side having been mentioned by Star Wars main character Luke Skywalker. This prophecy gives Rar's next act during the Mission to the Myrkr plotline
more context, as Rar's deep darkness and fear come to the fore. [1] Rar's character, as depicted in subsequent novels in the New Jedi Order series, consistently shows this gradual downfall; in The New Jedi Commandment: A Dark Journey, which focused on the descendants of Jaina Solo similarly on the dark side of the Army, author
Elaine Cunningham has a Twi lek described as Solo's kind-hearted spirit,[17] and in Aaron Allston's The New Jedi Order: Enemy Lines I: Rebel Dream, Rar's delight in the murder of Yuuzhan Vong at this time reflects the nature of the character. [18] Twi'lek also made appearances in Walter Jon Williams's The New Jedi Order: Destiny's
Way and The New Jedi Order: Ylesia, as an interpreter. [21] Rar is included in Greg Keyes' New Jedi Command: The Final Prophecy and Luceno's New Jedi Command: The Unification Force, the last two novels in the series, as a supportive Jedi character in a small role. [7] It wasn't until the Dark Nest Trilogy, written by Troy Denning, that
Alema Rar would return as the main character. [8] In the first installment of the Dark Nest series, The Joiner King, Rar's turn to darkness was realized, with the backdrop of the Dark Nest Crisis to explain the last cause. Denning has Luke Skywalker recalling his Stars by Star forecast, and the author describes Twi'lek as the dark side
nemesis of Leia Organa Solo, developed as Jedi Knight throughout the trilogy. Solo's Organa assertiveness to be a skilled Jedi reflected as she fared increasingly well against Rar, culminating in her defeat of Twi'lek during the finale of the last novel, the Swarm War. [5] [8] [25] When asked on the Jedi Council Forum TheForce.Net
whether he had planned Rar's double injury as a running gadget, Denning claimed that he was not and that he was only aware of the character's tendency to injury during The Dark Writing Of The Nest II: The Unsuitable Queen. [31] However, Denning left Alema Rar's fate deliberately volatile, her death unverifiable. [25] He declined to
answer inquiries into whether Rar would make an appearance following the publication of Dark Nest III: The Swarm War. [32] Indeed, Rar was later included in the Legacy of the Force series as an antagonist with his own agenda. [3] Despite being reintroduced in the first book of the Denning series—Daya Heritage: Tempest, the third in
the chronological sequence of the series—readers have noticed his survival by way of quotes from Tempest who have been included in Karen Traviss's Legacy of Force: Bloodlines, previously [27] In his novel, Denning continues to focus on Rar's darkness but gives the character a moral set and his own agenda, while battling alongside
the marvel [3] Denning felt that rar's philosophy of balance was an indication that he saw the good and evil elements of Star Wars more elazy than most other characters and that adherence to the idea of Balance was a natural response to the ordeal he suffered. Denning also noted that he felt that by the time of the Second Galactic Civil
War, Rar had replaced his anger and sadness objects at the loss of his sister with the destruction of Gorog's nest. [33] Despite being seen by some as Denning's pet character, just as Traviss has Boba Fett and Allston, the third author of the series, having Wedge Antilles,[34] Alema Rar's role however taken in the same step in the Force
Legacy: Exile, a novel written by Allston that took place after Tempest. In Exile, the plotline was developed which saw Jaina Solo, Fel, and Zekk hunt the Dark Dark Allston followed during the interview that he was not immediately brought to Rar's character but then came to enjoy the idiosyncrasies and attributes of Twi'lek, as well as the
spirit of the character's struggles. [35] Alema Rar played a small role in the Legacy of the Force: Sacrifices, the next novel, even following the death of Mara Jade Skywalker,[13] Twi'lek was once again the focus of solo plotline, Zekk, Fel, which was extended in Inferno. [9] In Inferno, a scene in which Rar met with One Sith, a Star Wars
antagonist: A legacy comic series, provides a link between the Legacy of the Force series and the comics, set in and on 130 ABY. [30] The Plotline of the Alema Rar Task Force was to some level of predecessor to Jaina Solo then targeting her fallen brother in the Force Legacy: Invisible, as well as vehicles that to develop the long-running
Solo-Fel-Zekk love triangle, but however served to bring Alema Rar's Against the established view that Rar was a Denning pet character,[34] Twi'lek was actually killed in the semi-finals of the Force Legacy : Fury, written by Aaron Allston. [2] Appearance[edit | edit source] Explore all Wookieepedia images for the subject of this article.
Editing Resources | edit source] Notes and references[edit | edit resources] source]
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